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The purpose of this research
Korean Methodist

This research

model that could be used to

on a

diverse

mission of Korean
and

develop

Korean

a

one

immigrant churches

multi-cultural

of the

bom out of my desire to suggest
church problems and

is to saturate this diverse
God

and

ideal

are

exist. The

create

together. However,

healthy

a

States

ethnicity

society,

troubled with conflicts and divisions.

are

an

produce

immigrant churches in the United

community to worship

harmony,

many

Among the

many

biggest is ministerial leadership.

This research discussed
States and identified

was

society where multiple languages, cultures,

immigrant churches

problems,

for pastors in

identify a leadership model

overcome

church centered in Jesus Christ. Korean
founded

to

immigrant churches to aid in building community within Korean

immigrant congregations.
leadership

was

a

problems of Korean immigrant churches

leadership model with its characteristics, beliefs,

in the United

and

practices that

pastors ought to have in order to grow their communities effectively.
Five pastors,

Methodist churches

thirty-eight congregations,
participated

and four different focus groups from five

in the interviews. This

study found five

essential

leadership elements for Korean immigrant ministers that will help equip them to build
healthy communities: spirituality, service, partnership, character,

and

preaching.
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CHAPTER 1
PROBLEM

Introduction

Transformation, renovation, and innovation characterize contemporary society.
Modem

people

live in

solid and safe because

a

society where everything

is

everything is quickly moving

timeless tmth, immutable law,

standards, normative laws,

or

or

changing fast. Nothing
on.

established tradition is

models of behavior have

in communication between the old and

new

What
no

was once

be left behind

or

considered

changed,

which

causes

problems

generations.

together in this

contemporary society is called. If individuals

changing times, they will

or

age of globalization,

communities

excluded from

society. Various cultures

are

not able to

as

adapt to

streams of change. The role of church leaders is to discem the will of the

others in
grow and

a

godly

direction

accomplish the will

church leaders should

always

change surrounding the

(Dodd 168)

so

of God toward communities and

(Gelder 19). If they do

not

(Roxburgh 42),

and

and to lead

change themselves, they

examine their present state, be

aware

to the

Spirit in their

people,

of God for their communities and wider

church

the

society altogether. Thus

contemporary church leaders undertake their God-given mission with sensitivity

particular context, to reveal the will

to be

longer accepted. Moral

Globalization is another characteristic of contemporary
and nations have mixed and leamed to live

seems

cannot

society. Thus,

of the streams of

recognize "a wave

of God's

Spirif

they can lead society in a new direction.

The Korean church has influenced
Korea Research Institute for

Christianity in the world. According to

Mission, the Korean church sends

more

The

missionaries than

Kim 2

any country except the United States
more

one"

(Ham 1). Rob Moll

agrees, "South Korea sends

missionaries than any country but the US. And it won't be long before it's number

(1).

Of the ten

largest Protestant churches

fifty largest Protestant churches
church has

in the

and church

growth,

announced

one

of the world's most

in the world

are

are

a

in Korea

through its passion of faith,

dispersed ethnic

groups.

According to

first and second,

world.

Among those

respectively.

Korean

176

on

States is the most

70 percent of the Korean

This

more

phenomenon

important role
of educating

shows that Korean

in the Korean

new

(241).

An

population of the United

Insil Seo reports that the number of

immigrant population in the United States,

than half of Koreans

"[T]he United

in the United States in 2009. Christians make up

Korea account for 21 percent of the whole
prove that

1).

says,

in the world"

12.4 percent of the

and Bomstein

immigrants was 1,306,417

May

immigrants living in China number about

immigrants make up

(Lansford, Deater-Deckard,

1

countries, China and America are ranked

racially and ethnically diverse country

estimated 35.7 million

on

all continents. Koreans have

2,340,000. In America, they number 2,100,000. Henry L. Tischler

the Korean

the statistics

by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Republic of Korea,

spread throughout the

The Korean

(Yu).

great contribution to the Korean immigrant

2009, about 6,820,000 Koreans lived in 176 countries

States

in Korea, and of the

among others.

The Korean church also has made

community,

world, five

world, twenty-three

greatly influenced Christianity

passion for mission,

in the

while Christians in

population (Hurh and Kim 20).

began their lives

The statistics

of faith in the United States

immigrant churches

in the United States

(24).

play a very

immigrant community because they have the responsibility

believers and

evangelizing non-Koreans

in the country.

Moreover,

Kim 3

Korean
their

immigrant churches embrace the mission to teach Korean immigrants

keep

and to cooperate with other ethnic groups for

identity in a multicultural society

world

to

evangelism.
I

came

have had

a

to the United States in

positive influence

America. Thus, I have

on

carefully

2009, anticipating that Korean Christians would

Christians from other countries that
observed

some

Korean churches.

discovered that many Korean churches in the US

are

now

live in

Unexpectedly,

I

troubled with conflicts and

divisions. Of course. Christian churches in Korea also have conflicts; however, church
division is not

a common

phenomenon in Korea. Moreover,

have few members, whom

they work hard to maintain (Kim, "Immigrant Theology"), and

many Korean Christians have lost their
to church do

Ecklund

so

for

reasons

19). Hyeongeon

passion, faith, and identity.

other than faith itself (Kwon,

Woo reports the

church in the United States include
and

The

people who

come

Spiritual Formation 82-83;

major problems of the Korean immigrant

disagreement between faith and life, church conflict

division, church growth supremacy, and lacking quality leaders.

Many immigrants

are

identified in

Daniel, Paul, and more. They did not live
a

immigrant churches

Korean

foreign country. They actively lived and

Scripture: Abraham, Moses, Joseph, Jeremiah,
as

minorities

did their best while

relationship with God, influencing many people
transformed the communities to which
churches have
fulfill this

which

a

though they

in their

an

as

foreigners in

maintaining a good

specific settings. Moreover, they

they belonged. Likewise,

responsibility to undertake

lived

Korean

immigrant

influential role in their life

settings.

responsibility, they should analyze the present and suggest the direction

people should go.

To

in

Kim 4

Among the many problems

biggest is

ministerial

understand the
to lead

without

unique characteristics
care

for the Korean

Recognizing the
problems

problems

and

and to

immigrant churches, I believe

leadership. Many Korean immigrant ministers

continuously causes conflicts

the

in Korean

issues in

immigrant congregations' situation,

leadership

They usually try

which

immigrant churches.

in Korean

immigrant churches, I analyzed

suggested an ideal leadership model that could be used to

produce

a

healthy church centered

of the

do not try to

of their church and its congregants.

and division in Korean

one

overcome

the

in Jesus Christ.

Purpose
The purpose of this research
Korean Methodist

immigrant

was

to

churches in

identify a leadership model

for pastors in

Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio, Connecticut,

and

Maryland to aid in building community within Korean immigrant congregations.
Research

This

Questions

study used three research questions to identity the

characteristics of effective

pastoral leadership

most essential

for Korean Methodist

immigrant churches

and pastors.
Research

Question

What
Korean

#1

characteristics, beliefs, and practices do pastors of growing Methodist-based

immigrant churches

churches?

(Interview-!)

have that

they believe

have been effective in

growing their

Kim 5

Research Question #2
What characteristics, beliefs, and

parishioners,

and

lay

practices

leaders believe make

an

do recent Korean

immigrants,

effective pastor for their church?

(Interview-II)
Research

Question #3

Based
Korean

on

the

perceptions of pastors

immigrant ciiurches

elements for

a

about effective

model of effective

and selected

parishioners

pastoral leadership,

what

in Methodist-based
are

the essential

pastoral leadership? (A Focus Group)
Definition of Terms

The terms used in this
context of the

project.

Korean Methodist

The

defined below

project are

Immigrant

Churches

Third New International

Language, Unabridged, the definition of immigrant is
for the purpose of permanent residence"
means a

Methodist is defined

Korean who

as

they are used within the

primary terms follow.

According to Webster 's

United States

as

Dictionary of the English

"a person that

(Gove 1 130). Thus,

comes

Korean

to the United States for

comes

to a

country

immigrant in the

permanent residence.

"a member of a Protestant Christian denomination

(in the United

States, the United Methodist Church) with a theology developed from the teaching of
John and Charles
as a

Wesley

person who follows

Methodist

means a

Wesleyan tradition.
come to

and others in

England in the early

18

century" (Morris 791)

or

Wesleyan tradition or Wesleyan teaching (Heim 95). Thus,

member of Protestant

Christianity following the theology

In this sense, Korean Methodist

immigrant Christians

the United States for permanent residence and follow in the

of

are

people who

theology of

Kim 6

Wesleyan tradition. Furthermore,
whose

congregations have

follow in the

to

come

immigrant churches

means

churches

the United States for permanent residence and to

The Korean United Methodist Church is different from

Wesleyan tradition.

the Korean Methodist

Korean Methodist

immigrant church

in that the Korean United Methodist Church is

under the jurisdiction of the United Methodist Church but has Korean

congregations.

Leadership
The word

leadership has

numerous

definitions because the term is

so

difficult to

define, but many agree with the concept that leadership is influence. John C. Maxwell
defines

leadership

as

influence

foundations. Rick Gray

says, "All

called influence. The term
or

character of by indirect

process in which

indirect

or

a

{The

21

Irrefutable Laws 16).

leadership has

influence is defined
or

intangible

leader affects

or

as

means"

alters the

as

its

"[t]o

In his class

on

leadership

common

denominator

affect

alter the conduct,

or

something

(Gove 1 160). Thus, leadership is

conduct, thought,

or

thought,
a

character of others

by

intangible means to accomplish a common goal.

Model

The definition of model is
"a person

or

thing that serves

as a

"[a]

person

pattem

or

thing regarded as worthy of imitation"

or source

of inspiration for

(Gove 1451). Lesley Brown defines model as, "Train in or mould to
life
or

or

behavior"

(1803). This study utilizes the term model as

behavior that Korean

immigrant pastors use to
Ministry

This research

twenty years

or

was

a

an

a

artist

or

writer"

particular mode

pattem

or a

of

mode of life

build up their churches.

Intervention

conducted with Korean

or

immigrant Methodist congregations,

older, located in Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio, Connecticut, and Maryland,

Kim 7

using interviews to identify a leadership model.

To

begin,

I read

case

immigrant churches and collected information about them. Then,
five Korean Methodist

studies of Korean

I determined to research

immigrant churches that were growing under the leadership

of

pastors who had become senior pastors within the past ten years. Each church I chose

required to have

a

membership

of at least

hundred congregants, which is

one

because most Korean immigrant churches

significant

small.

quite

are

was

Context

This

study took place in five geographic

Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana, Connecticut,
cities,

two in medium-sized

Korean United Methodist

The

participants

cities, and

and

Maryland.

one

in

in the research

big city.

were

in American

society was

immigrants.

Two churches

located in small

belong to the

The 1.5

community as

well

lifestyle

as

as

on

the American
a

the other hand,

commxmity. They

1.5-generation Korean

community leader, identified an important characteristic of the

"[T]hey understand the first generation perspective yet they have
(qtd.

in

as

generation Korean Methodist

speak both languages fluently. Bong Hwan Kim,

mainstream culture and its institution"

well

Koreans, getting involved

generation,

as

They were

generation Korean Methodist

and

identity

difficult for them. Most first

became involved in the Korean

First

thinking,

because of their

immigrants had difficulty speaking English.

American

are

all firom the Methodist tradition.

follow the Korean culture, tradition,

becoming Americanized. However,

could

a

Two churches

Church; and three belong to the Korean Methodist Church.

first and 1.5 -generation Korean Methodist

immigrants

contexts within the United States:

Baker, Life 124).

access

1.5

generation:

to the

Kim 8

However, they could
American

community.

American,

nor

relationship to

both first- and

Korea to describe the

generation are those who
an

ambiguous

as

follows: "The

adults who

immigrated

as

the

antagonistic
Yu

expression

ilchom

well

those in

children"

as

ose

Korean

(1).

1.5-generation did not believe they belonged to either

which often contributed to the conflicts in their churches. All five churches in

study had experienced recent stagnation, conflicts,

under the

and often

or

"neither Korean,

community by first-generation Koreans as

youth and young
in the

are

second-generation Korean Americans" (124). Mary

1.5-generation (ilchom ose)

immigrants

generation,
this

The 1.5 Korean

first used in the Korean

Methodist

get involved fully in either the Korean community

Korean American'' and "in

Danico also identifies
was

not

leadership

or

division but

began to

grow

of their present pastors.

Methodology
This

project used an exploratory,

data-collection
interview

techniques.

These

techniques

focus group

I sent e-mails to fifteen Korean

meet

the

design I developed using qualitative

included the

identifying leadership

(ILMI-I), another identifying leadership model interview (ILMI-II),

identifying leadership model

secure

method

specific

criteria.

To

participate

First, each church had to have

no

in this

perceived as

being led by a pastor who

a

growing

in

an

effort to

study, the churches had to

fewer than

one

congregants and be located in Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio, Connecticut,
the church had to be

and

(ILMFG).

immigrant Methodist church pastors

participation of five churches.

model

Korean Methodist

hundred

or

Maryland. Next,

immigrant congregation

had become senior pastor within the past ten years.

Finally,

Kim 9

each church had to agree to
summer

I

an

interview schedule to be

end of

2012.

prepared questions

model of effective
each church

for

an

interview to determine the essential elements of a

pastoral leadership

according to

interview. Then, I met

its

some

schedule,

for Korean Methodist
met

laypersons

with

a

four churches that had

lay leaders

agreed to

from their

do

a

characteristics of effective

leading pastor,

and conducted

meeting.

serve as

I visited the

Each pastor recommended

the focus group.

survey and asked them to

an

completed the

analyzing the interviews,

focus group

congregations to

meetings, I summarized the

immigrant churches. I visited

and conducted interviews. I

interviews before the end of summer 2012. After

five

completed before the

During these

identify the most essential

leadership.

Participants
The research

population was Korean Methodist immigrant churches, including

Korean United Methodist churches. I chose to research churches that

the

leadership of pastors who

had

over one

were

growing under

had become senior pastors within the past ten years, that

hundred church members, and that

were

in

Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio,

Connecticut, and Maryland. Five churches that met that established criteria were selected.
I conducted interviews with five

pastor for ten years

Participants
over

at their

leading pastors.

All of them had served

Each pastor selected five

senior

present churches.

of ILMI-II consisted of thirty-eight

20 years old. ILMFG

as a

was

congregations. Age was limited to

conducted with four pastors and twenty

lay leaders between 40

parishioners.

and 60 years old because

they were

Kim 10

active in their chm*ches and knew their churches' situations well. Moreover,

closely worked with their pastors

and knew their

they had

pastors' leadership.

Instrumentation
To get the most essential characteristics of effective

Methodist

immigrant churches, I engaged three

another interview with

called ILMI-I,

was

laypersons,

and

a

instruments:

one

interview with pastors,

focus group. The first instrument,

conducted with the five selected churches' pastors

2012. This interview

was

for Korean

leadership

an

interview I

during the

summer

designed to gather information about what characteristics,

beliefs, and practices pastors believe have been effective in growing their churches. The
second

instrument, interviews I called ILMI-II,

congregations during the

summer

was

conducted with

of 2012. These interviews

information about the characteristics, beliefs, and

were

thirty-eight

designed to gather

practices they believe make

effective pastor. I called the third instrument ILMFG. These focus groups
to

gather information about the

leadership.
used
ideas

an

The group

was

essential elements of a model of effective

conducted with four pastors and twenty

an

were

designed

pastoral

parishioners. ILMFG

open-ended discussion format that allowed for much more open discussion of the

posed.

Data Collection
I sent

explained
a

an

e-mail to

seven

Korean

about my dissertation. In the

e-mail, I provided

commitment to share the results of the

church that

participated.

Once

immigrant Methodist church pastors and
an assurance

of anonymity and

study upon its completion with each pastor and

positive responses

had been received fi*om five pastors, I

called each pastor and scheduled dates for the ILMI-I and the ILMI-II. I visited the five
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churches

on

the scheduled dates and conducted the interviews with each pastor based

the interview

questions

sent earlier to each

I recorded and transcribed notes.

Then,

on

pastor's church office. During each interview,
laypersons and

I conducted interviews with

finished before the end of summer 2012.
Data

Analysis
I used standard statistical tests. The results

were

analyzed to determine what kind

of leadership pastors exercised and what kind of leadership

their pastors. For data

analysis,

I used content

themes and the responses to the

congregations hoped for from

analysis for qualitative data, analyzing the

specific questions.

Generalizability
This
Methodist

study was

delimited to the

pastors' leadership styles

immigrant churches that had over one hundred members

Ohio, Connecticut, and Maryland. Thus, the results do
denominational and
age to

over

generations
The

who

are

geographical

not

in

represent

a

only

are

not

Korean

Kentucky, Indiana,
wide

variety

of

Moreover, this study limited the participant

contexts.

20 years old from first and 1 .5-generation Korean Methodist

immigrants.

All

represented.

study findings may be applicable to

struggling to

immigrant pastors
for

and to

build their

leadership.

to understand their

other Korean

The

study will

leadership role

be

immigrant church pastors
helpful

and essential

for Korean

leadership elements

creating their community.
Theological Foundation
The

theological foundations

Genesis 1 :26, God said, "Let

us

for this

make

man

project are based on Genesis 1 :26-28.
in

our

image" (NIV). The

word

us

In

used in that
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passage has diverse

understandings,

but many

Trinitarian God. The term Trinity does not

theologians

view this pronoun

directly appear in the

Bible. However, the

important doctrine

doctrine

on

and

value for Christians' lives. Christians understand God's transcendence and

core

Trinity has developed in church history and become

the

as

diversity through the
Christians

diversity,

can

creation story in Genesis. Moreover,

realize that

wants human

beings to

creatures of the

according
sea

to their various kinds"

and every

according to their kinds,

winged bird according to

creatures that

move

These

verses

God's command toward human
to influence their

in their

the land that bear fruit

created the great

its kind"

livestock

says, "God
as

leaders

saw

over

water

teems,

(Gen. 1 :21); and,

according to
their kinds"

that it

was

his whole

number; fill the earth and subdue it. Rule

and the birds of the air and

ground" (Gen. 1 :28).

on

along the ground according to

work, the Bible

"Be fhiitful and increase in

sea

and trees

(Gen.Ll 1); "God

1:12, 18, 21, 25). Moreover, God anointed humans

of the

God in these diverse

according to their various kinds:

according to their kinds, the

1 :25). Whenever God finished his

saying,

serve

living and moving thing with which the

and every

"God made the wild animals

kinds, and all the

through the creation story.

create diverse cultures and

produce vegetation: seed-bearing plants

with seed in it,

very

God, who has the characteristics of transcendence and

cultures. Genesis 1 reports that God created all creatures
"Let the land

a

over

every

teach human

beings,

living creature that moves
beings

(Gen.

good" (Gen.

creation,
over

on

the fish

the

about God's diverse nature and

which is to live in diverse cultures and

given environment. Thus,

their

Christians should live

specific settings to accomplish God's command.

actively,

not

races

and

passively,
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To fiilfill God's

suggest vision

to the

indicates (Gray). In

community
the most

command,

community,

a

faith

individuals to

community,

in

a

analyze problems

in his

community,

community in the direction that God

if the leader has

a

wrong

perspective,

the whole

accomplish God's mission. Thus, leadership

community because the leadership

causes a

is

one

Korean

cultures. Korean

immigrant pastors

are

immigrant congregations

second

generation,

congregations have

group of

some

located in diverse environments and

are

composed of first generation,

and intemational

Korean

1.5-

couples. Though Korean immigrant

characteristics, they

are

different from Koreans in

Korea in terms of a different environment and culture. Hence, pastors should have

leadership
the

goal

for the Korean

God has

given.

immigrant churches

To

help

environment because "new wine must be
on

their old

if they want to lead the

churches grow in

pastors should change their perspectives and

leaders insist

of

accomplish a common goal (Northouse 3).

Today,

generation,

leader should

and lead the

will wander, unable to

important factors

a

healthy way,

assume a new

right

community toward

Korean

immigrant

leadership style based on their

poured into new wineskins" (Luke 5:38).

If

leadership style, they cannot work effectively for God's

mission. For this reason, this research will try to

immigrant churches

a

a

and suggest the

analyze the problems

right leadership model

in Korean

for Korean

immigrant

churches.
Overview

Chapter 2

reviews the

history of Korean immigrants

Christianity in Korean immigrant societies
and selected

leadership

models.

Chapter 3

around the

world,

in the United

States, immigrants in the Bible,

discusses and

explains the design of the study,
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research
and

questions, population and sample, instrumentation, variables, data collection,

analysis.

Chapter

The reports of the research

findings

are

5 summarizes the conclusions derived fi-om

suggestions for

fiirther

inquiry.

included in Chapter 4. Then,

interpreting the

data and offers
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE

Introduction

Koreans
and

now

live in 176 countries all

over

the world

(Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Trade, Republic of Korea 1), and they experience multi-languages, multi-cultures,

and multi-ethnicities. Korea has five thousand years of history, and its
of being

mono-language, mono-cultural,

diverse cultures with many ethnicities
first

and mono-ethnic

causes

diaspora country in the world (Choi,

speaks

of Koreans' adventurous

Koreans to

very

passionate

about the

struggle.

Korean

multicultural

immigrant

areas

background and to

Korean United Methodist Church

This adventurous and

gospel.

ends of the

(Tischler 241). Thus,
a

ministry to accomplish God's

sound

theological

will in their

early Christian history,

unity as

a

theological

(Ham 1;

Moll

1).

Koreans

are

conducting ministry

in

foundation

regarding multicultural

immigrant situations.
Immigrant Ministry

usually

stressed the

oneness

emphasized God's threeness (Fairbaim 39).

Triune God has both characters of diversity and
and

which

passionate spirit is God's

the Westem church has

of God, while the Eastem Church has

diversity

the

Korean churches need to understand biblical

Biblical Foundation for

Since

25),

as

earth, wherever Koreans live.

churches in the United States

establish

Korea is ranked

in

spirit. Moreover, the Korean church sends more

providence to spread the good news to the
Many

proud

are

(Seth 1). However, living

missionaries than any other country except the United States
are

people

unity.

foundation for

a

The

I will discuss God's character of

multi-immigrant ministry.
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The Nature of God's

Diversity

One aspect of God's nature is

through his

diversity.

creatures. I will discuss how the

kind, and cultural mandate represent the
Us and

God's

our.

diversity.

In Genesis 1

when God created

us

and

our

The words

man.

have various

and

concepts of us and our, according to their

nature of God's

our

diversity and reveals this

diversity.

used in Genesis 1 :26 show the nature of

:26, the first person plural pronouns

us

and

From Philo

interpretations.
words

of Bamabas and Justin

Gunkel has imderstood them

as

God

addressing

Martyr, they

as

"the

onward, Jewish commentators have

are

a

heavenly

understood

polytheistic

as

court of angels. From the

the

Trinity.

account." Scholars such

Keil, August Dillmaim, and Godfrey RoUes Driver have explained them
of a

plural

of majesty." Paul Jouon

and

the

as

as

as

"plurality within the

Godhead"

Carl Fried

"an

example

and David

(Wenham 27-28;

161). Among various references. Christians have traditionally understood

our as

direct

Hermann

interpreted them as "self-deliberation,"

John Alfred Clines understood them
Mathews

used

our are

This fact proves that God has the nature of diversity. The words

generally understood these

Epistle

us

God exists in

the

Trinity.

terminology

Trinity and

the Christian

for

shows

Victor P. Hamilton has the Trinitarian
us

(134).

some

imderstanding

but

Bmce K. Waltke also follows the traditional

textual support

(John 1:3; Eph. 3:9;

theology of the Trinity (64). Stephen

Seamands

uses

Emil Brunner, and Dietrich Bonhoeffer agree with the Trinitarian

less

theology of

Col. 1:16; Heb.

points

us

1:2) for

out that Karl

understanding

Barth,
and

explain the Trinitarian personhood as the key to understanding the image of God {imago
dei) in humanity {Ministry in the Image 34-35). Stanley J. Grenz notes, "God is
is three, God is

a

diversity,

and God is

a

unity" (85-86):

one, God
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The doctrine of the

Trinity

hence is

within

a

diversity

means

unity.

that the

one

God is differentiated and
one God means that

The Threeness of the

the differentiations God has chosen to reveal to

us are

etemal, and they

are

Father, Son, and Spirit actually belong to the divine
essence throughout etemity. But further, these differentiations constitute
actual diversity in the one God. The Father, Son, and Spirit are different
fi"om each other, and in the one God they differentiate themselves from
each other. The differentiations in the one God represented by "Father,"
"Son," and "Spirif constitute a diversity which is both ontological and
economic. (86)
intemal to his nature.

This

understanding

shows that God is the Triune God, whose nature

and wants to reveal his nature in human
in various cultures and societies and

diversity.

Thus the concept

us

and

beings.

exemplifies diversity

This nature allows human

develop their multi-cultural society to

our

beings to

live

reveal God's

becomes the biblical foundation for multicultural

ministry.
Accordmg to

diversity through his

their kind.

creatures because he created

Genesis 1, God created

kind. It appears in the

constmction min
of min

means

+

suffix

category

a

variety of vegetation and animals.

vegetation and living creatures according to

phrase "according to their kind"
means

God, who exists in each person's diversity, shows his

or

is

repeated nine times

descriptions

In

their kind. The

in Genesis 1 The Hebrew min
.

of days 3,5, and 6 and is used in the

"according to the kind
variety (59). The word

of it/them"

(Collins 58). The semantics

min is used for "broad

categories

of

animals, birds, and fish (see Gen. 1:21, 24-25; 6:20; 7:14)" (Mathews 152). The fact that
God created all His creatures

"according to their kinds" indicates that "God has

established parameters for creation" (53).

Douglas

P. Baker also

explains that

God has

the idea for His creatures before he created:
The idea of being created after their kinds implies that the type or
design
of each species created had existed previously in the mind of God
....

God had delineated and

distinguished each of the species beforehand,

and
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why there was a "kind" according to which each species could do
created.. At creation, he was calling forth the manifestations of the kinds
which he had earlier designed. (Baker, Image of God 97-98)
that is

.

This

.

idea that he would create all creatures

explanation shows that God aheady had the

according to

their kinds.

Wilbur Glenn Williams also

explains the varieties

of God's creatures:

"species." Every specific kind of plant
an abundance of varieties that would need only
the guidance of a gardener to develop. For example, suppose God created
the rose species red in color. He built within it all the many varieties of
colors that we now enjoy. But the species of a rose could never develop
into any kind of lily. Genesis 1:12 indicates that the total essence of the
plants and trees was in their seeds. There was no more or less in the seeds
than in the plant or tree. Numerous varieties of each tree were in the one
seed. (34)
The word Kindh&XQ must stand for

or

This

tree had within its seed

understanding indicates that God created diversity in all kinds of creation and that

plants have

an

abundance of diversity in their seeds. Gordon J. Wenham

varieties of God's creatures show God's creative

God's
this

activity (21). Jung Young

plan and a distinctive

Lee understands the

image

understanding signifies racial and ethnic difference.

things different.

In chaos

things

are

He

of God

as

explains

characteristic of

variety and

indifferent, but in creation they change." The

their kinds" shows the

process: "Difference is the

key to understanding that separation in creation

(104).

importance

of variety in the creative
is its essential

He also believes Genesis 1:26 shows "the immutable variable of race" and

Genesis 1 :27 "the immutable variable
in the order of creation, and human

inherited God's
are

says

explains, "[CJreation makes

repetition of "according to

order"

that the

plurality (104).

gender."

beings

He

were

explains that God put race

and

created to be different because

Creation has difference and

mutually dependent and interdependent variables

plurality

gender

we

have

in itself and these

in the creative process and

are
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essential aspects of creativity

diversity created various
Study on

the

interpretations present that God's natm-e of

These

creatures to reveal his diverse nature

Strategies 15). God designed various

to the order he set. In their

their kinds

(105).

through his creation (Choi,

creatures to create

diversity, God is glorified. Hence,

harmony according

the concept

according to

provides the biblical foundation for multicultural ministry in a multicultural

society and provides wisdom

on

how human

beings

carry out

ministry

in various cultures

and ethnicities.
Cultural Mandate. The cultural mandate

proclaimed that he

is the creator and Lord

over

clearly

all

shows God's

diversity.

God

through the work of creation.

Moreover, he showed his diversity through his creation (Choi, Study on the Strategies

20). Then, God commanded human beings

to rule over all creatures and

in his creation. After the creation of human

saying,
of the

"Be fiuitfiil and increase in

over

every

ground" (Gen. 1 :28). Through this passage,
human

beings,

which is to "increase in

God

living

society is
God's

a

mission

over

churches

it is

over

moves on

the fish

the

a

mission

given to Christians

God's will in every

sphere

of

today (Mare 139). Referring to

Charles H. Kraft says,

for the presence of culture, for he created human

an

mission

a

number, fill the earth, and rule the world." God's

given to Christians and

culture-producing beings" (81).

beings

culture

showed what he wanted from

building a world that follows

position regarding culture,

been in

creature that

clearly

command to subdue the earth and have dominion
and the church. Moreover,

God gave human

number; fill the earth and subdue it. Rule

and the birds of the air and

sea

beings,

develop

beings

"[I]n

some

in such

Kraft further notes that since its

inseparable relationship with humans because

a

way he is

way that

responsible

they are

existence, culture has

God created

people

as

cultural
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figures.

Interaction among God, culture, and humans

between God and humans (81).
"a connection between

shapes a particular relationship

According to Soong Chan Rah, cultural mandate reveals

being made

in the

image

of God and the

ability to mirror God

through the re-creation of God's image through culture" (134). Anthony A.
insists that the cultural mandate is not
is "to rule the earth for God and to
cultural

develop

community of human beings,

chief end-product of human
commission

was

a

producf (69). Moreover,

command. The command

emphasizes,

he

On the

"Man himself is the

insists, "[T]he cultural

starkly individualistic fashion but as institutional

history were to

comprehensive

a

God-glorifying culture" (14).

Meredith G. Kline

not to be carried out in

program. Covenant life and

the close and

only a blessing but also

Hoekema

unfold within

societal bond of the

a

community structure, within

family" (70). Nancy

R.

Pearcey

explains the cultural mandate in detail:
In

Genesis, God gives what we might call the first job description:

"Be

multiply and fill the earth and subdue it." The first phrase, "be
multiply," means to develop the social world: build families,
churches, schools, cities, governments, laws. The second phrase, "subdue
the earth," means to hamess the natural world: plant crops, build bridges,
design computers, and compose music. This passage is sometimes called
the Cultural Mandate because it tells us that our original purpose was to
create cultures, build civilizations-nothing less. (47)
fruitful and
fruitful and

This

explanation means that human beings,

have the

God

responsibility to

points

(Gen. 2:19b).

brought all

naming

days:

of creatures is

a

fiilfillment of the cultural

creatures to Adam to see what he would name

Kline insists that Adam

creatures for six

glorify

and the natural world.

out that Adam's

task. In Genesis 2, God

God,

create human cultures and build civilizations in order to

given their diverse society
Kline

who have the nature of diversity like

naming

all creatures mirrors God's

them

naming of the
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give names to things they are assigning them
functions and ordaining their destinies. Similarly, God's naming of the
products of the six creation days was a sovereign defining of nature and
determining of the purpose of things. And God summoned man to imitate
him in this interpreting function of assigning names. (75)
In ancient texts, when deities

Rah understands Revelation 7:9

vividly describes

a

of believers from

gathering

Revelation 7

the culmination of the cultural mandate,

as

the passage

"every nation, tribe, people and language":

of a multicultural fiiture for the

speaks

as

church,

gathering
worship of God in the fiilfillment of the
cultural mandate. As individuals and people created in the image of God
and as people who have been given a cultural mandate, we have the
capacity, and even an obligation, to bring our cultural expression of faith
to the mosaic that culminates in Revelation 7. (134)
together of various cultures

Through the

cultural

fill the earth,

develop various cultures,

languages

mandate, God

in order that every

The Nature of God's

a

for the

expresses his multi-cultural vision that human

and live

together with many cultures

beings

and

nation, tribe, and people glorify God.

Unity

Another nature of God is

unity.

The

Trinity clearly shows the

nature of the

unity

of three persons.
The

unity

of the

persons. God is the

one

Trinity.

and

only

The

Trinity reveals the relational nature

God and lives in the

Holy Spirit. According to Joseph A. Bracken,
of the

Trinity, which emphasizes
He says, "The

Spirit.

mutual

indwelling) of the Trinitarian persons.

unity

of the

trinity

explains

among

Father, Son,

perichoresis (i.e.,

The Trinitarian persons form their

Trinity does not emphasize their separateness from
He

fellowship

lies in the etemal

in the circulation of the divine life"

relationship with one another.

the Son, and the

Moltmann underscores the social doctrine

God's open Trinitarian

and the

unity by themselves

unity of the Father,

of three

one

the

own

(126). Seamands notes that the
another but focuses

God's character of community

on

as

their

follows:
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understanding of divine personhood is grounded in the belief that God
but exists in the communion of three persons; Father, Son and Holy
Spirit. Moreover, when we consider the three persons of the triune God,
we understand the uniqueness of each not by accentuating their
separateness from one another but by focusing on their relationships with
one another. Their very names
^Father, Son, Holy Spirit dimply they
exist in relationship with one another. The Father is known as Father by
virtue of his relationship to the Son and vice versa. The Spirit is Spirit by
virtue of interaction with the other two. (Wounds 28-29)
Our

is

one

�

�

This

understanding

about the

personhood because the

beings

in communion

as

Trinity becomes the important key to recognize

nature of God's

unity clearly

explanation of God's unity.

the distinction of a person is in terms of his

fiirther stresses the

shows that he created human

God exists in the communion of three persons.

Seamands agrees with Colin Gunton's

"relations with other

human

persons" (qtd.

uniqueness

in

Gunton believes that

"separation from other individuals"

Seamands, Ministry

in the

Image 34).

and

Gunton

and distinctiveness of each person:

One person of the Trinity is "not the tool or extension of another." Though
separate from one another, the Trinitarian persons are nevertheless

never

distinct from

another.

They never blend or merge or are subsumed by
there
is freedom in their relations with each other
Finally,
not freedom from the other persons (the typical Westem conception) but
one

one

another.

�

freedom for the others, in which, paradoxically, the uniqueness and
distinctiveness of each person finds its highest expression. (11)
The nature of God's

unity means that God is not separated but united.

should make human

beings

not be

realize that

they are

created in the

image

This distinction

of God and should

separated but united with each other.
Man and

beings. God,

woman.

who exists in

created human

beings

The nature of God's

community, has shown his

as man

communal beings who

are

unity is

and

woman

capable

also

seen

in the creation of human

nature of community when he

(Gen. 1 :27). God created human beings

of intimacy just

as

he is. After man's

as

creation, God
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made

a woman so

human

that Adam could form

a

home, which was the first community in

history (Gen. 2:22; Choi, A Study on the Strategies 17).

needs the

companionship of woman,

that the human person is

complements man and that man complements woman.
God"

(14). Walter Brueggemann insists

God created human

beings

as man

and

on

Hoekema says, "Man

a

social

being, that woman

In this way human

beings reflect

community of humankind through the

fact

woman:

All human persons stand in solidarity before God. But on the other hand,
humankind is a community, male and female. And none is the full image
of God alone.

Only

in

community of humankind is God reflected.

according to this bold affirmation,
community. (34)

Through the

creation of human

God created human

companionship.

beings

as man

and woman,

as an

people

God

individual but

can

is,

as a

understand that

beings to complement each other and reflect him through their

Gunton claims that human

with others because

not mirrored

they are

created in the

beings
image

To be

a

in

relatedness to others that

should establish

a

close

relationship

of God:

person is to be made in the image of God: that is the heart of the
matter. If God is a communion of persons inseparably related, then
it is
...

our

The text shows that God created human
in

relationship

of God

as a

of a human

with others and build up

community concept.

beings
a

our

being

in his

human consists.

image

in order that

(116)

they would exist

healthy community. Grenz also notes the image

God's ultimate

goal for his

creation is the establishment

society in which his people make perfect relationships with each other,

creatures, and the creator

(231-32). Therefore, humans

were

the

created to have

companionship with each other (Gen. 2:18-25). Ultimately this companionship would
lead to

community. Next, humans

were

created to have intimate

companionship with
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God. This idea is

clearly confirmed throughout the Genesis

communication with the first humans

Through the
and

(Johnson 3-4).

creation account, I established that God has the nature of diversity

The Triime God who has the nature of diversity created diverse creatures. Then

unity.

God gave human

beings the cultural

mandate

so

they could develop

that

carry out his command in their societies. God asked human

fellowship with each other, the created world,
the

unity of the Father,

each other's

the Son, and the

diversity, develop

worship God together. Thus,

and

starting point for immigrant ministry.
Historical and

God

as

a

statistical resources, I will

a

community.

multicultural

community

history of Korean immigrants

In this

to

of Korean

Church

multicultural

community

glorify him by living

chapter, I investigate

in

harmony

how Koreans

community. Using various historical

in the United

and

find the role of Korean

States, the

current

in the United States, the characteristics of the Korean

in the United

problems

man

a

the foundation

immigrant society in the United States.

I will

situation of

immigrant

States, the condition of the Korean immigrant church in the

United States, the characteristics of Korean
the

diversity and unity is

investigate certain key issues to

Christians and churches in the

immigrants

beings to respect

fellowship with each other,

beings to develop

and fill. God asks

multicultural

have fulfilled God's vision for

research the

the Triune God does in

Sociological Study for the Korean Immigrant

through fruitfulness, increase,

Korean

the nature of God's

the Triune God asks human

with each other in

as

God wants human

diverse cultures, create close

cultures and

beings to establish close

and the Creator,

Holy Spirit.

and

immigrant

account where God initiates

immigrant churches

in the United

immigrant churches in the United States.

States, and

Kim 25

The

History of Korean Immigrants

in the United States

Diplomatic relations between Korea and the

United States

when Korea and the United States ratified the Korean- American
that time, both Korea and the United States have

exchanging material and personnel
divided into four

major waves, though others

be traced back to

Treaty of 1882.

From

enjoyed friendly relations by
migration to the United

Korean

resources.

can

divide it into three:

States is

(1) 1903-1905, (2)

1912-1924, (3) 1924-1960S and (4) 1965 (the liberalization of the US national quota

system)

to the

present (Kim, Park, and Huh "Cross Cultural Issue" 88). Official Korean

unmigration to
diplomats

and

America

overseas

opened after the Korean- American Treaty

students started the first

Korean United Methodist Church

United States and established
American
trade and
overseas

Treaty of 1 882.

friendship

a

Min

Korean

Yong

political system, he went back to

appropriateness

Ik

A few

legation in Washington,
was

saw

and heard

Korea and wrote

a

DC after the Korean-

of the earliest

and the American

book entitled Soyu

during his visit to the

many young Korean intellectuals to

envoys visited the

was one

leaming Westem civilization

people, civilization,

West. In this

(Kim,

Kyon Mun, which

book, he endorsed the

50 Years

History 3). The

and various govemment stmctures and

study

(Choi,

the first Korean envoy to open the door of

of Korea's modemization and the method

book described the

the United States

diplomatic

between Korea and America. Yu Kil Jun

students in Korea. After

recorded what he

History 24).

immigration to

of 1882. Korean

abroad. Yun Chi Ho, Ahn

inspired

Chang Ho, Syngman

Rhee, and So Chae-Pil pursued advanced studies in the United States that encouraged
their reformation ideas.

They subsequently became

Korea. The total number of Korean

leaders of a reform movement in

immigrants were fewer than fifty before

1903

(Choy
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but

69-70),

they are

important

so

in Korean

immigrant history because they opened the

door for other Koreans to go to America.
First

wave

from 1903 to 1905 and was,
a

initially,

lack of laborers in the sugarcane

Expulsion Act of 1882

due to labor

plantations

workers outside of the Chinese and
Chinese

reluctant to hire

immigrants,

Japanese

and many

to recruit

As

workers because of the

Japanese were not

In

were

rapid influx

leaving fewer

of Japanese

satisfied with their wages and moved to the

problems, the

sugar

regarded as obedient, diligent workers.

planters'

association

Horace N.

Allen

recruited Koreans from Korea to Hawaii

24-25). Hongseol

Twenty
Hawaii
7

13

July 2001,

(Choi,

January 1903. However, the

states that 102 Koreans

Church,

History

22 December 1902.

(56

Korean newspaper Hankookllbo

men, 21 women, and 25

not

children)

published on

arrived

(Yu).

(Hong 143).

beginning of Korean immigration in

However, this immigration became

on

was an

exam, so 101 Koreans arrived at Honolulu Port in

physical

The Naeri church also records 102 Koreans

The

in the Naeri

Korean United Methodist Chuch

Yu records that 121 Koreans lefi: In-Cheon

Koreans failed the

on

leading pastor

was a

Allen,

negotiated the

agreement with the Korean Emperor {Korean Immigration). David Deshler, who
agent, and missionary George Jones, who

The

addition, the Hawaiian people

requested the first Presbyterian medical missionary in Korea,

Koreans, who

to search for

owners

banned the Chinese in the United States,

plantations.

was

Hong Gi Kim mentions,

in Hawaii caused land

mainland of the United States. To address these

in Hawaii

migration.

Japanese laborers already working in Hawaii.

Chinese workers to labor in the Hawaiian
were

of immigration to the United States

(1903-1905). The first wave

1903

was

seemingly insignificant.

only the starting point of American immigration
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for

Koreans, but also

the foundation upon which the Korean

immigrant community

would be established.
Korean

religious. First,

pioneers had other reasons for going to Hawaii: economical, political, and
Koreans

were

suffering

from

heavy taxes, corrupt Korean govemment

officers, the penetration of foreign capitals for cornering and hoarding, and bad harvests
from

a

serious

drought between

1901 and 1903. To

Koreans went to the United States for

overseas

Second,

many

reasons.

Politically and geographically,

overcome

was

United States for

influenced

Japanese power.
the great
the

Korea in 1905.

From this

Yong Kim points

escape from

States became

Japanese occupation but

Won

political

with China in 1 894,

Many Korean people wanted to

flee from

independent development of Korea.

reasons

war

perspective, immigration to the United

opportunities not only to

many

by the great countries (i.e.,

China, Japan, and Russia) for a long time. Since Japan won its

Japan started colonizing

problems,

employment (Kim, Korean Immigration).

early Koreans applied for immigration to the
Korea

these

one

of

also to contribute to

out that

one

of the main

early Koreans applied for immigration is because Japan's aggression caused

political

confusion. For this reason, the

immigrant pioneers. They wanted to

early Korean immigrants

inhibit

decided to become

Japanese mling power and maintain the

political freedom of Korea by supporting independent activists {50
early Koreans immigrated to the

approximately fifty out of 102
Church.

United States for

Korean

immigrants

religious

Years

31). Finally, the

freedom. In 1903,

in Hawaii

came

They left Korea with the hope of enjoying their freedom

from the Naeri

of faith

as

the Puritans

r

did

(Shin).

who

was

After

sent out

arriving
as a

in

Hawaii, they first worshiped God. Lay-leader Kim, Hee-Jae,

lay-missionary from the Naeri church to Hawaii,

led the first

Kim 28

worship
Korean
or

service

(Kim, History of Korean). Dm"ing this timeframe, the majority of early
Christians and

immigrants were

church in Hawaii. Korean Methodists

they established the
comprised

first Korean Christian group

65 percent of all Methodists in

Hawaii in 1905 and 68 percent in 1910. The Methodists flourished in Hawaii because
many well-trained

laypersons

came

from Korea, and many Korean churches

established, including Christ United Methodist Church in Hawaii (1903)
Korean

immigrant church

Wahiawa Korean United Methodist Church

�

Francisco United Methodist Church

Church

(1904). Those Methodists

early immigrant churches
information to them, and

(1903),

were

were

^the first

�

(1903),

San

and Robertson Korean United Methodist

pioneers

assumed many duties:

in the Korean

immigrant society.

The

solving immigrants' problems, providing

unifying them. Moreover, they

shared their fortune with Korean

immigrant communities, developed immigrant cultures, and transformed the immigrant
communities

(Kim,

Korean

Immigration).

1905, 7,226 Korean immigrants

were

Korean United Methodist Church

the US

were

central to

number of immigrants
Second

Treaty
some

in 1905,

Korean

wave

so

When

Japan and

Korea

in Hawaii and 35 percent

signed a treaty in

were

Christians

History 24). The early Korean Methodist churches in

pioneering the Korean immigrant society in the US,
was

still few and

immigration was

(1912-1924). Japan had control

immigration to

women were

(Choi,

the United States

given the opportunity to

still at its

beginning stage.

of Korea after the

was

but the

Japan-Korea

prevented for a time. However,

move

to America

by way of a picture

marriage, producing the second wave of Korean immigration to the United States. At
sugarcane farms in

Hawaii, the early Korean immigrants experienced physical,

psychological, economical,

and racial difficulties. Bachelors

were

90 percent of the
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Korean

immigrants

became

a

serious

in Hawaii, and

problem (Choi, Early Korean Immigrations 44).

and J. Lantz

explain, "Prohibited

lived

isolated lives in

lonely,

solve this

they felt lonely and isolated. Gender imbalance

problem,

sugar

from

came

inviting young women

to Hawaii and 105 Korean

of the United States to marry Korean
The picture

men

until 25

May

to

Korean

the economic

(1 12).

1924

(Min,

them in

To

men

to

A

marriage.

entered the mainland
Korean

Immigration

marriage solution contributed to the Korean immigrant community in

comerstone of Korean

(Kim,

early immigrants

America"

join

women

positive ways by first, activating the Korean immigrant society,

States

Harper-Dorton

and the American govemment allowed Asian

send pictures to their native countries,

55-56).

many

anticipation of bringing loved ones to

planters

total of 951 Korean brides

marrying white women,

K. V.

immigrants, enabling them to

Immigration). Second,

the

settle

which became the

comfortably in the

United

picture marriage solution contributed to

development of Korean immigrant communities because women also

eamed money. Third, the brides infused energy into the Korean Christian life in the
United States. Some women, called Bible women, acted
health nurses, and social workers.

as

evangelists, teachers, public

They ministered in Korean immigrant communities

through evangelism, encouragement,

and consultation. These efforts unified the Korean

immigrant community, helped them rediscover their Korean identity,
prestige

of Christians and churches in the

and increased the

immigrant society in the United States (Young

major contributions,

74).

In addition to the three

that

they worked for Korea's independence

from

another contribution of Bible

women

is

Japan. They established the Korean

Women 's Institution. This group worked for children's education and

independence from

Japan's colonization. They economically supported the Provisional Govemment

of the
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Republic

of Korea in

Shanghai,

which

against Japan's colonization (Kim,

established

was

helped Korean immigrants recognize their identity as

wave, the Korean

immigrant society was

independence

Koreans

independence

able to

so

that

of Korea.

wave

During the second

comfortably settle in the US

colonial

regime

America. The ban

was

removed

entering the continental

closed the door for Korean

and 6,293

brides, orphans,

orphans

or

or

adoptees

adoptees.

came

most Korean

From

to the US

History 24-25). The number of orphans
1988

and

(Noland 63). During this period, the

(Choi,

wave

(1965-preseiit).

history of Korean immigration to
1965

(Graham 19),

the

Korean United Methodist Church

adoptees reached approximately 100,000

most

their situations and the number of immigrants
The fourth

immigrants were students,

center of Korean

History 24). During the third wave,

and

1955-1966, 37,063 Korean War brides

from Hawaii to the mainland in the United States
Church

immigration to

through the Immigration Act of 1965 (Kim, Park,

Huh, Cross Cultural Issues 85). At this time,
Korean War

in the decade

and the Korean War. However, the Oriental

Exclusion Law of 1924, which limited the number of Orientals

territory of the United States, officially

in terms of

women.

(1951-1964). The third wave of immigration occurred

following the Japanese

women

they could live with

social, economic, and religious aspects through the dedication of Bible
Third

movement

Immigrant). Moreover, the Bible

Korean

confidence in the US and contribute to the

as an

(Choi,
were

was

still

in

immigrant community moved

Korean United Methodist

involuntary immigrants because
quite few.

The year 1965

was a

the United States. Known

as

tuming point in the

the Hart-Cellar Act in

Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965 abolished the quota

system, which limited the number of immigrants entering America. The quota system

of
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was a

preference-based system that focused on the immigrants' skills, family

relationships with citizens or residents
certain classes of immigrants
in Korean

of the United States, and labor clearances for

(Keely 157).

immigration history

The Act

was a

and resulted in the fourth

significant watershed moment

wave

of Korean

immigration to

the United States.
The fourth
that the

wave

immigrants

of immigration

were

was

family immigrants

significantly different from the first three in
and

college-educated.

Kim says:

immigrants are different from their predecessors only in their
backgrounds. First, generally they are "family immigrants," while about
80 percent of the early immigrants were bachelors. And the new
immigrants have exceptionally high educational levels. A survey of 1 16
Korean blue-collar workers in Chicago showed that 40 percent of the
females and 58 percent of the males completed college education before
emigration. (Kim and Lee, Korean Immigrant 82)
The

new

Family immigration helped Korean immigrants be psychologically
US

causing the

"1970s

Korean

community to

grow in numbers Nadia Y. Kim

migration cohorts were considerably more

than the overall South Korean

According to

Steve S.

immigrated to the

Kang,

status. As official

population" (qtd.

in N.

out that

for Korean student

standing

Kim, Imperial Citizens 42).

about thirteen thousand Korean medical

possible

points

educated and of higher class

U. S. between 1966 and 1979. He says that

business sector made it

stable and settle in the

professionals

employment in the US

immigrants to change their residency

immigrants, they enjoyed privileges. Kang mentions how family

immigration caused Korean immigrants to

the second

preference to bring over his spouse
and children. A few years later the new immigrant, and his spouse,
become citizens and are eligible to sponsor their brothers and sisters under
the fifth, the largest and most popular preference, or to bring in their
spouses and children and expand the immigrant kin network still further
Once

an

immigrant,

he

grow in the US:

uses
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they become citizens. (Kang,
Constructed Multivoiced Self 47)

when

The US

censuses

substantially
1990

Unveiling the Socioculturally

population in the US

in 1970, 1980, and 1990 report that the Korean

increased from 69,155 in 1970 to 354,593 in 1980 and then to 798,849 in

(47).
Dana G. Reimer also

explains the phenomenon of Korean immigration in the

US:

Korea sent the second

largest immigrant group (following the Philippines)
among Asian countries to the United States in 1980s. This immigration
can be explained, in part, by the
military, political, and economic
connections between the United States and Korea that were firmly
established during the Korean War. (236-37)
The firm

military, political,

Korea to send the second

Koreans also

and economic connection between Korea and the US caused

largest number of immigrants to the US

easily chose to immigrate to the US

The 1970s and 1980s
the

saw

the

among Asian countries.

rather than to other

foreign

peak of Korean immigration to the US

countries.

in

light of

political instability and rapid industrialization brought about by the military rule

South Korea
Korean

(Yoon; Min, Asian Americans 230-59). Figure 2.1

immigrants acquiring

green cards in the United States

Department ofHomeland Security (Lee,

Korean

announced that the total number of Koreans who

the United States from 1940-2010,
the first year Korean
received

one.

From

immigrants

1950-1959,

a

a

were

receiving

total of 4,845 Koreans

peaked at 322,708

as

published

in the US

awarded permanent residence in

green

from 1960-1969, the total grew to 27,048. The number
from 1970-1979, but

indicates the number of

Immigrant History). The Korean Times

period of seventy years,

started

in

reached 1,008,419. In

1949,

cards, only eighty-three Koreans
were

awarded green

cards, and

explosively increased to 241,192

from 1980-1989.

Through this data, Marcus
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Noland revealed that the nmnber of green cards
United States reached its

Figure

2.1. Green card

peak in

1987 at

acquisition

acquired by Korean immigrants to

nearly 36,000 (64).

of Korean

immigrants.

No Yoel Kim says that from 1990-1999 and

2000-2010, 179,770 and 212,773

people respectively received their green cards (Kim, Breaking).
Korean

fourth

immigration to the US

wave

(some people

current number of Korean

US. Most of them

the fourth

positions

wave

reached its

immigrant communities

play a pivotal role

a

and cultures coexist.

peak in

This data shows that

1987 and has declined since then. The

call it the third wave") became the momentum that formed the

caused the Korean

and have

the

of about two million Koreans in the

in the current Korean

immigrant society. Moreover,

immigrant community to charge more important

bigger responsibility than before in the US, where multi ethnicities
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The Current Situation of Korean

The United States is

a

harmony,

and

develop

in the United States

multicultural

are

founded

community to worship

God

Korea is the last among the Northeast Asian countries that
West.

Interestingly,

Korea is the number

in 1 80 countries in the world. The

found in

only ninety

countries

(Choi,

countries

one

diaspora country

Israelites, who

today. The

were

Chinese

Korean United Methodist Church

Foreign Ministry announced that 6,822,606
2,330,000 Koreans; 2,342,634

are

Koreans lived

(Kim,

opened

Mission

In

Indians

(South Asian),

and Vietnamese

Community Survey announced that 1,300,000

immigrants

Korea is the fifth

was

are

still

largest

The American

Koreans lived in America in 2010.

in the United States is estimated at
in

over

are

added, the

2,000,000 (Ra

2009, the whole population in the

307,006,550 (US Census Bureau). One hundred and eighty tribes live

in the United States. The

many

in 130

Chinese,

(Kim, Language 164).

15). According to the American Community Survey
United States

are

be

Japan, and the

However, if the US-bom second generation and undocumented workers
number of Korean

and

can

China is home to

group of Asians among countries that live in the United States after the

Filipinos,

its doors to the

scattered,

million in

A6-A1).

create

2009, South Korea's

overseas.

one

society.

in the world. Koreans live

surpassed the Israelites

in the United States,

others live in Russia and Central Asia

society,

exist.

races

together.

the first to be

History 25).

and

diverse

on a

is to saturate this diverse

immigrant churches

a

in the United States

society where multiple languages, cultures,

Thus, Korean immigrant churches
The mission of Korean

Immigrants

people

migrating to

of multiple tribes and

America

(Ra 1 1).

multiple

cultures

An estimated 35.7 million

the United States and make up 12.4 percent of the

are

mixed,

and

immigrants are

population. According to the US

in
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Census statistics, "One out of five children under the age of 18,
the US

are

either

Deater-Deckard,

immigrants themselves
and Bomstein

1). This

or

or

the children of immigrant

data shows that America is

country, where many cultures and ethnicities coexist. Diversity is
God wants all human
The Korean

Christians

perform

Most Koreans

in the US

a

parents" (Lansford,

multicultural

one

beings to unify with each person and worship

immigrant community

can

14 million children in

of God's natures.

God in their

diversity.

is, therefore, the best place where Korean

God's multicultural vision.

immigrated to America after

1965.

Eighty percent of Korean

immigrants were bom outside of America. Only 20 percent are Korean-American second
generation or their descendants (Gwak,
lived in

S.

56). Among

major Korean cities before coming to

fi-om Seoul. Most Korean

(Hurh and

Kim

29-30).

immigrants

Their main

are

Korean

immigrants,

97.4 percent

the United States and 74 percent

come

well-educated, urban, middle-class immigrants

reasons

for

immigrating include

a

better economic

life, social and political stability, and their children's education (Yoon). Many Korean
parents

come

to America

primarily to provide

children because of Confiicianism, which
Formation

a

better educational environment for their

emphasizes the importance

ofMulticultural Religious Identity 39).

United States to avoid

personal

or

Most Korean

the US and

immigrants

highly educated in Korea. Only

immigrants

(Park,

come

to the

political issues and to pursue the American dream

(Kim, Imperial Citizens 224). Though they have
immigrating, they came to

Some Korean

of education

are

now

not

different

reasons

compose the Korean

and purposes for

immigrant community.

engaged in professional jobs, though they

are

10 to 15 percent of Koreans have entered the mainstream

American society and the other 85 percent

are

engaged

in Korean-related work

(O,
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"Immigrant" 215-16).

Most Korean

Korean-speaking people
Koreans have great
use

Hangul

^and

�

around the Korean

are

they are proud of it.

immigrants have

use

In

addition, Hangul

Hangul only.

Korea is also

been raised in this mono-cultural

multilingual, multicultural,
Most Korean

(Park,

are

immigrants

Angeles, Chicago, and Philadelphia,

The

largest Korean population is

County and Riverside. The
a

in Los

second

few cities in New

a

structure is

opposite

immigrants

result, Koreans struggle

are

43). According to

live in

In the New York

to

adjust

subject to

the US Census Bureau

metropolitan areas

such

as

New

York,

and 38 percent of Koreans live in central cities.

Angeles

and its

vicinity, including Orange

largest Korean population is

Jersey. Washington,

are

that of

society (Kang, Unveiling the

DC and its

in the New York area,

vicinity, including

Baltimore, has the third largest Korean population (Kim, Language 167).
centers, Korean

^they

�

mono-cultural, and most

highly educated and skillful,

Los

including

major US cities.

smaller salaries than their American

Korean American Dream

in 2000, 97 percent of Korean

As

with

and multiethnic United States.

immigrants receive

counterparts and, though they
discrimination

in

population centers

Socioculturally Constructed Multivoiced Self 63).
in the

engaged in small businesses

difficulty communicatmg in English. They are monolingual

English. Thus, they tend to
Korean

immigrants

engaged in

In these Korean

small businesses:

City Metropolitan area in late 1990s, there were 350
garment manufacturing firms, 30,000 grocery stores, 2,000 dry cleaners,
800 fish markets, 2,500 nail salons, and 1,400 retail produce stores owned
by Koreans (Lee 2004). In Los Angeles' Korea town in 2002, thousands of
such Korean businesses were estimated to exist, along with 34 Korean
bookstores, 1 16 travel agencies, 193 law firms, 184 accounting firms, 410
medical offices, and 41 nightclubs (Min 2006). In other major cities such
as Atlanta, Chicago, and
Philadelphia, Korean-owned businesses are also
highly visible. (Lee, Korean Immigrant Women 125)
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This data shows that most Korean
are

struggling

immigrants

are

engaged in nonprofessional

work and

for their life in the US.

Characteristics of the Korean Immigrant Community in the United States
The Korean

immigrant community has peculiar characteristics

such

as

coUectivist

orientation, Hangul, and church-centered community. The Korean immigrant community
has

coUectivist

a

orientation,

while Westem culture is

more

"Differentiation of Self and Generational Differences"

individualistic (Kang and Lee,

23). The

Korean

community is

strong in regionalism, kinship, and extended (multigenerational) families. Moreover, they
and

emphasize community
Acculturative

orientation
based

on

highly value the cooperation of community (Lee,

Experiences 2088).

though they

are

Korean

immigrants

in the United States.

these characteristics and the

following

still adhere to these values and

They have built Korean

communities

communities will show Korean's

coUectivist orientation:

Donghoe (a kind of club), Gye (a small and private bank system in which
Korean immigrants have been able to become independent business
owners), Hanguel Hakgyo (a school teaching the Korean language and
culture), and Haninhoe (a cit5^de community of Korean immigrants).
(Taus)
These factors

build

a

help

Koreans foster strong

the United States

14).

and

cooperation with each other to

strong community in the United States.
The Korean

ranked

relationships

as

Most

immigrant community

also has its

own

language, Hangul.

Koreans in

usually speak the Korean language Hangul in their daily lives Hangul is

the eleventh

or

twelfth

largest language in terms of the people who

first-generation Koreans have relationships only with Koreans

Americans because

they have difficulty speaking English.

In

one

or

use

it

(Song

Korean-

survey among Koreans
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living

in

Queens,

Korean at home

New

(Min,

York, 97 percent of Koreans indicated that they usually speak
"Korean Americans'

Language Use" 306-32).

most Koreans find jobs in Korean small businesses
some

way. Second-

or

third-generation Koreans

or

work that is Korean-related in

differ from their

Second-generation Koreans who speak only English at home
third-generation Koreans

are

90 percent

inclination of the first Korean
Korean centered

first

English,

but

are

Finally,
are

(Alba, Logan, Lutz,

are

43 percent, while the

the Korean

The

countries. Moreover, the
can

fluently speak

speaking Korean.

immigrant society is

only plays

a

a

church-centered community. Koreans

Japanese in that they are

different from the Chinese and the

immigrant community

467-84).

immigrants to speak only Hangul has brought about a

become disconnected with their children who

awkward in

Korean church not

immigrant parents.

and Stults

community that hesitates to join other ethnic

generation has

For this reason,

religious role but also

in the US. The

following

church-centered. The

is the center of the Korean

statement shows Koreans' church-

centered characteristic:
When the Chinese go abroad, they open a restaurant.
When the Japanese go abroad, they open a factory.
When the Koreans go abroad,
This

they

start

a

church,

expression describes well Koreans' passion for the gospel

(qtd.

as

in

well

Chai)

as

their church-

centered characteristic.
Christians

society (Ra 19).

are

usually the

The most

influential persons in the Korean

important network and

immigrant communities is the
Korean

most

Korean

Immigrant

immigrant

social institution among Korean
Church.

According to research data on

immigrants, their attendance rates ^t Korean ethnic churches were

69.9 percent
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and 76.7 percent in

major cities such as

and 78 percent of these groups

Unveiling the Socioculturally
religious report from the
Korean

respectively

(17.1 percent),

Korean

Ministry

attend church at least

of Culture,

in 2005. Of that

religious persons.

Protestants 6,489,282

(3.96 percent); (Kim,

Angeles and Chicago. Moreover,

Constructed Multivoiced Self 66).

population was 47,041,434

considered themselves

Los

Present Korean

week

According to

Sports, and Tourism

population,

The Buddhist Korean

(13.7 percent),

once a

84

percent

(Kang,
the Korean

in 2009, the

53 percent of Koreans

population was 8,059,624

and Roman Catholics 1,865,397

Religious Condition).

Won Hoo Hurh and

Kwang

Chung Kim point out that 24.4 percent of the national population in Korea identified
themselves

as

Buddhist and 21 percent of Koreans

are

affiliated with Christian churches

in Korea. The situation is

remarkably different in the United States, where Buddhists

less than 5 percent of the

population.

In

big

cities such

Buddhists make up 1 .5 percent and 4.2 percent of the
Kim

20),

Korean

as

show that Korean

Angeles

and

Chicago,

population, respectively (Hurh and

while Christians make up 70 percent in the US

Immigrants 4-5). Statistics

Los

are

(Kwon, Buddhist and Protestant

immigrant churches are composed

of two groups. One group is Christians from Korea; the other group is made up of those
who have started
two

things

attending a church

afi;er

coming to the

US

about the Korean church. One is that the Korean

responsibility to
that the Korean

grow their

new

members into real

immigrant church

are

not

yet

immigrant church has

a

started to

mature in their faith.

come

huge

of Jesus Christ. The other is

is inclined to much possibility of conflicts and

problems because many members have
purposes and

disciples

(Yang 51). This fact teaches

to the church with

different
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Condition of the Korean Immigrant Church in the United States
Korean

Christianity is very active

in the US number 4,144,

churches

run over

and Ml of vitality in the US. Korean churches

and, reportedly, 316 Koreans

eighty theological

Korean Christian newspapers.

24 hours

a

church

(Seo).

over

Korean

twelve

day (Ra 17-18). Thus, Christianity plays

in the Korean

vital Christian

activity of the Korean immigrant

immigrant community

as a means

in the United States. However, the

religion and spirituality have been

"many immigrant

of surviving and

groups have tumed to their

negotiating

an

often harsh and hostile

(38). Thus, Korean immigrant Christianity in the US

tradition because of their difficult lives, but it

an

communities should not be the criteria

David Yoo indicates that

central for Koreans in the US because

environment"

one

seminaries in the US and support

important role

religious traditions

in

Moreover, Korean-Christian television channels and

broadcasting spread the good news

forjudging their health.

are

plays many roles

has lost its

in the Korean

religious

immigrant

society.
Characteristics of Korean
Korean

immigrant churches

multipurpose churches,
the Korean
churches

in the United States

in the US have various characteristics such

as

horizontal movement, low-self esteem, and small churches.

immigrant church in the US

play social, cultural,

Relationships" 24).
but also

Immigrant Churches

Korean

serve as sources

and

is

a

multipurpose church.

linguistic roles

abroad

Korean

First,

immigrant

(Park, "Effects of Social

immigrant churches not only promote religious spirituality

for

socio-psychological needs, fellowship, information,

leaming the Korean language

and

and

culture, helping to solve problems with the language

barrier, cultural differences, discrimination, and loneliness. First, Korean immigrant

,
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churches approach

making
an

new

Korean

it natural for them to

extension of the Korean

immigrants

belong to the

and

help them settle into their communities,

Church. Korean

immigrant family:

immigrant churches become

"The church has been the center of the

socialization into Korean culture for the second

generation, reinforcing family

expectations" (Kang, Unveiling the Socioculturally Constructed Multivoiced Self 68).
says that these roles

are

the

reasons

why Korean immigrant churches

are

growing

Lee

in the

US:

growing quantitatively because of
1) spiritual hunger with a quest for meaning in life; 2) spcio-psychological
needs due to marginalization; 3) factionalism; and 4) the large influx of
immigrants. The Korean ethnic church has done relatively well to fulfill
the socio-psychological needs of the parish and has served as an allinclusive community center. However, what the church has been doing for
the immigrants can be a disservice in terms of spiritual formation and
growth. (Lee, "Ministry" 60-61)
The Korean-American church has been

Korean

immigrant churches

educational life for Koreans

in the US
as

well

as

are

the center for

religious, social, cultural,

psychological stability and

extended

and

family.

Second, the Korean immigrant church is of a horizontal movement (Lee, "Biggest
Problem"

2088). Sin Yil Kim explains that "horizontal movement of the church

members" refers to the many

people going

in and out of churches often. The Korean

immigrant church is highly mobile. Many Korean immigrants
of

speaking English,

�

Americans, difficult.

background and

which makes

As

a

result,

getting

not

Koreans become weak in westem

find it difficult to

secure

immigrant churches (Kim,

good

at

�

in touch wjth other ethnic groups

stable jobs.

search of good job opportunities, which is the
in Korean

are

"Korean

reason

They

are

and

often in

for the many horizontal movements

Immigrants" 85).

many horizontal movements has made the Korean

move

afraid

including

knowledge

forced to

^are

The characteristic of

immigrant church stmcture unstable.
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Korean communities

Koreans

are

Immigrant
an

moving to

the

are

big cities in the

established in many

big cities.

Because of all this movement, the Korean

Church structure is unstable.

Physically moving

extemal factor for the horizontal movement of Korean

However, many Korean immigrant Christians
intemal factors such

as

US and many

one

place

to

another is

immigrant church members.

from their churches because of

move

church conflict and division

from

(Kim,

These conflicts and divisions have scarred the Korean

"Korean

Immigrants" 85).

immigrant Christians making them

distmst each other.

Third, the Korean immigrant church in the US has church members that have low-

self esteem.
their

Korean

immigrants

They feel

anxious about

future, child support, bilingual difficulty, social adaptation, relative deprivation of a

low position, and/or emotional
are

suffer from low self-esteem.

usually reversed in the

insecurity (Jung 141).

Korean

and write letters for their parents.

The roles of parents and children

immigrant community in the

US. Children translate

Sometimes, children protect and

care

for their parents

because of communication difficulties. This confiision of roles between parents and

children

causes

Korean

immigrant parents to

"Formation of Multicultural

think

poorly of themselves (Park,

Religious Identity" 36).

The Korean

immigrant

church

members want the churches to raise their low-self esteem. If their low-self esteem is not

addressed

by their churches, conflicts

Finally,
immigrant

most Korean

churches

are

in the entire US have

and divisions arise.

immigrant churches

financially poor. Only

one

are

small churches. Most Korean

10 percent of over four thousand churches

hundred attendees. Most churches have fewer than

members and suffer financial difficulties. These churches

are

fifty

small, averaging twenty to
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immigrant churches

because Korean

forty members,

are

gathered by regionalism, school

relations, and kinship (Kim, "Immigrant Theology"). Thus, they easily change pastors,
move a

church
Korean

are

not

as a

group, and establish

church if their demand is not

immigrant members are not generous

financially stable. They do

(Yang 58-59). Moreover,

tithing

a new

many

Immigrant

arriving in the

states in the

conducted in 201 1 with

(Woo).

Church

on

excessive church

I will discuss the

lack of leadership,

churches.

immigration to the

US.

US, the biggest problems in Korean immigrant churches in the US

life, and focus

members

US.

eighty-one pastors from twenty-eight

conflicts and division, ministers' lack of leadership,
and

immorality,

one

immorality,

are

discord between faith

of church conflict and

division, ministers'

and nationalism.

research

is the most serious

study,

Korean

problem

in Korean

immigrant

immigrant Christians attending

American churches say that

they

members

fight with each other. Many American churches have

always

argue and

church

growth and horizontal movement of church

problems

conflict and division

According to

they

Churches in the United States

The year 201 1 marked the centennial of Korean

According to research

the church because

church members have not leamed about

because many of them became Christians after

Problems of Korean

giving to

physiological stability to give their offerings

not have

immigrant

in

accepted.

do not attend Korean

recognized that Korean immigrant churches
that 70 percent of conflicts in Korean

are a

immigrant churches because the

fighting

group. Christian

Today reports

immigrant churches happen between pastors,

10

percent between the pastor and the church, 10 percent between church members, and 10

percent from other reasons ("Immigrant Churches"). Church strife rarely happens in the
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Korean United Methodist Church, but often

Presbyterian Church, Baptist Church,
shows, adding the

and

happens

in the Korean Methodist

Congregational

in

rows

7, 8, 9, and 10 totals 83

Rows 4, 6, and 10 total 47

cases

of conflict between

pastors and laypersons

the

cases

are

Church

cases

that

laypersons

or

are

As Table 2.1

related to pastors.

lay leaders. Clearly,

of most church conflict and division

source

Table 2.1. Conflict Distribution in the Korean

Immigrant Church

(325).

Conflict

Factor

n

%

1

Disorderly administration

15

7.9

2

Finance

23

12.1

14

7.4

3

The

sense

of factionalism

4

Desire of acknowledgment

5

2.6

5

Immorality

18

9.5

6

Laypersons

8

4.2

7

Ministers

30

15.8

8

A senior & assistant pastor

13

6.8

9

A senior & elder pastor

6

3.2

10

A senior �fe elder

34

17.9

11

Social court

24

12.6

190

100.0

Total

Most

immigrants

expectations from the
esteem and

look for

(Ra 22).

Church,

a sense

live in the framework of home,

church. Korean

office, and church and have high

immigrant men especially live with low self-

of finstration about the loss of their

professional jobs, causing them to

acknowledgement and recognition elsewhere to

fill their

sense

of loss. Korean

immigrant church members highly value their position at the church because the church
is the center of the Korean

immigrant community. Thus,

Korean

immigrant men in the
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church greatly aspire
of Women"

Korean

225-26)

to

high or prominent positions (Min,

at the church in order to receive

immigrant society.

pioneering

church often

gives

an

use

this

recognition

psychological

position as authority and

conflict among church members and between ministers and

immigrant

churches in the U. S.

churches, wherein a layperson recruits

problems

Stephen Warner

say, "Korean

a

looser,

more

While

congregational polity that allows
a more

These

laypersons.

follow the structure of American

Kwang Chung Kim, and R.

them to control their

In this structure, the

causes

unqualified layperson cause many

strife has arisen from pastors in Korean

degrees within a short

ministers who
and

own

American

unqualified

conflicts in the

immigrant

church,

churches. Relational

44 percent Of all

problems happen

ministers, the senior pastor and an assistant pastor, the senior pastor and

problems

graduate

cause

degradation to theological

span of time and ordain the

immigrant churches (32-35).

more

than

an

reason

elder

eighty

education because

unqualified randomly.

from these seminaries become the main

in Korean

seem

strife with the pastor.

pastor, and the senior pastor and elder member (Ra 325). Many of the

award

people bring

evangelical theology than what the

provide" {Korean Americans 28).

Korean seminaries in the U. S.

in the

problems

create

The

pastor and maintains the church property. This

layperson, wrongfully assuming authority,

between

issue with ill intent. A

immigrant Presbyterian and Methodist congregations

property and pastor recruitment, and
denominations

a

usually

for Koreans. Ho Youn Kwon,

structure causes

to want

for themselves in the

they exercise the assumed authority wrongly (85-86).

Korean

Underrepresentation

unqualified person a position in the church (Ra 51).

understand their

unqualified laypersons
church when

Some churches

"Severe

they

The

for the conflicts

This conflict and division

causes
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the Korean

immigrant Christians to have womids

hinders the Korean
Another

the serious

and scars,

destroys healthy growth, and

immigrant churches from positively influencing other ethnicities.

problem

is lack

problems in the

of leadership.

Korean

The issue of ministers'

immigrant churches (Kim,

leadership

"Korean

is

serving others. Instead, they focus

ministry. Thus, they have
(Kim,

"Korean

Korean
to

Churches").

exercise

ability to

Woo also

picks up the

immigrant churches (Woo). Leadership

guide

God's

leadership

as

community in the

the

church because

with followers

W. Tumer says that

(23). However,

a

growth-oriented
in their

issue of leadership

as a

ministry

field

problem in the

is the most essential element for ministers
am

compelled to point out pastoral

the Korean

immigrant society

gain recognition from immigrants
(O, Immigrant 215). Many
for their

lot of scars and difficulties

leadership

is

immigrant churches. Only 5 percent of the

creative

leadership

communicate

clearly

compromised because

result of not

immigrant leaders

do not

diligently

cannot

find the

Korean-style leadership

Korean

and 1 5 percent imitates the creative

The other 80 percent of ministers adhere to old

are

"Korean

(Kim,

immigrant background or knowledge

but adhere to

Korean

Because most Korean

as a

Kraft says that

immigrant pastors

given ministry field,

ability to

and culture well

if the leaders lack

Korean

an

immigrant ministers

communicating clearly with their followers.

Churches").

right leadership

direction he wants. I

improper leadership brings

not know their

leadership

church

sense

biggest cause for church conflict and division in the Korean immigrant

Churches"). Nathan

they do

lost the

on a

of

Churches"; H.

Gwak, "Multi Style Leadership"). The Korean immigrant ministers have lost their
of duty and mind for

one

right

in the

immigrant ministers exercise

ministry of the

5 percent ministers.

leadership styles (Kim, "Korean

immigrant ministers fail to develop proper leadership.
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ministers lose their authority. One example is morning prayer. Historically, Korean

spirituality can be divided into moming prayer, prayer,
Korean

spirituality

is different in the Korean

and commitment. However,

immigrant church because the

environment is very different in the US. Attending Moming Prayer is

immigrant Christians
Still,

many

they do

because

they are stmggling to

immigrant leaders over-emphasize the importance

not understand the stmcture of the

not mean that the Korean

checking their members'
between ministers and

to solve the

given communities.

of moming prayer because

in the US do not need

Korean

style ministry

church division

immigrant Christians have

many

or

leadership without

(Kim,

scars

I do

moming prayer. My

improper leadership style results

laypersons and, eventually,

immigrant churches

clearly communicate

use

environment. This

Korean

Immigrants" 86-87).

not easy for Korean

immigrant society (O, "Diversity" 229).

immigrant churches

point is that Korean immigrant ministers

Korean

survive in their

Korean

and

in strife

"Korean

pains.

The

cannot avoid conflicts and divisions if ministers do not

with their followers and

properly

care

for them. The

starting point

problems begins when ministers develop their leadership model

for their

specific situations.
Immorality is
legally,

Korean

Pastors

can

another issue in the Korean

immigrants

live in the US

need proper visas.

immigrant churches.

To live in the US

Many ministers desire to settle

legally when they receive permanent residency.

in the US.

To obtain

permanent residency, many pastors commit immorality. Usually, they persuade
or

acquaintance

new

one,

in

making

a

it

Korean

no

immigrant church to

wonder

leave their

own

a

relative

church to establish

why many Korean immigrant churches

are

a

divided (Ra
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3 1-32).

Immorality

their mission

the Korean

causes

given by God but focus

The last

churches is that

immigrant churches

on

people's

and Christians to fail to grasp

interest and purpose.

problem

is nationalism. One serious

they

nationalistic, stressing their identity and their culture

are

problem in Korean immigrant
Koreans

as

in the US. Nationalism is

actually the main reason why Korean immigrant churches have

built strong

among Korean

"Church
reason

plays

relationships

immigrants

Preparing Next Generation"). However,

why Korean immigrants hardly connect to

a

groups.

big role,

Korean

immigrants make

little to

and

actively work

in the US

(Lee,

nationalism has also become the main
other ethnic groups.
no

Though language

effort to connect with other ethnic

Thus, many Koreans-even those who have lived in the US for a long time-lack

knowledge

about American culture and

groups admire

positive

Korean values such

children, and good business
attitudes, do

not

community (Ryu). Americans and other

participate

sense.

as

ethnic

diligence, high academic ability in

However, they also think Koreans have bourgeois

in the local

society,

and discriminate

against colored races

(Jae Na). Elaine Howard Ecklund criticizes first-generation Korean immigrant churches
for

focusing only on upholding Korean culture

American

evangelical

churches stress their

outside the Korean ethnic

inmiigrants

immigrant community,

responsibilities to reach non-Christians

from other ethnic groups. Moreover, nationalism

multicultural

vision. Nationalism

ministry vision because God wants

together in harmony

while

community (18-19). Upholding nationalism isolates the Korean

understanding about God's multicultural

come

and

and

glorify God.

every

comes

from lack of an

destroys

God's

tribe, country, and language to
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Leadership
In the

Korean
one

immigrant society

Darrell L. Guder

accomplish
Win Am

and Korean

points

problems

out that

leader

(137).
In

or

In this sense,
a

faith

immigrant churches

in the Bible

not

were

is to train

In this

an

who

essential

important factor to

if the leader has the wrong

participate

I will

perspective,

in the mission of God.

immersed in

section,

people

church is

is the most

God used them to fulfill his mission, and

society with right leadership.

is the lack of leadership.

through the Holy Spirit (183-84).

leadership

community,

community will wander and will

ethnicity.

their

in Korean

in the US. I discovered that

insight on what God wants through the

Many biblical figures
and

Immigrant Societies

explains that the purpose of the leadership

healthy community.

the whole

in

immigrant churches

God's vision and witnesses Jesus Christ

quality for a real
a

Figures

previous section, I researched the characteristics and the problems of the

of the fundamental

grow

Features of Biblical

multiple languages, cultures,

they influenced and developed
identify

ideal

leadership

elements

leadership models to build up Korean immigrant churches using biblical figures

models for

leadership and

sources

of effective

leadership

as

elements.

Joseph

Joseph was brought to Egypt as
overcame

can

the

a

slave and lived in

his limitations and exerted strong

leam how to exert their

leadership

virtue, and

elements

such

as

Korean

immigrant society,

Korean

but he

immigrant leaders

immigrant churches through

spirituality, honesty, diligence, wisdom,

humility.

Spirituality is
Joseph was

leadership there.

leadership to build up

Joseph exhibited

an

a

one

of the

leadership

Spkit-fiUed person.

elements that

J. Oswald Sanders lists

we can

leam from

Joseph.

spirituality as an indispensable
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element for

a

Christian leader

leader. When Joseph

saying,

person

(Gen.

41

"Can

explained Pharaoh's dream,
we

passages show that

(77). Many biblical

he described

find anyone like this man,

as

Joseph as

in whom is the

one

a

is

a

spiritual

Spirit-filled

spirit of God?"

:38). Pharaoh recognized that Joseph explained his dream by the power of God

and said, "Since God has made all this known to you, there is
wise

Joseph

you" (Gen.

because "the Lord

41

no one so

discerning and

:39). The Bible reiterates that Joseph could explain the dream

was

with

Joseph" (Gen. 39:2, 21, 23).

These biblical passages attest to

Joseph's spiritual leadership.
Joseph is

a

spiritual

leader also because he

God's will. To be filled with the

Spirit,

life

that the

so

lived

a

holy life according to

Christian leaders must allow the

guide them and use their minds, emotions, will,
80). Joseph dedicated his

always

power, and

Holy Spirit to

physical strength (Sanders

Holy Spirit could control

and

guide his mind,

will, and his whole being. He kept his mind from the temptation of Potiphar's wife. He
could resist the

temptation because

he

was

conscious that he

was

living before

God. He

said, "How then could I do such a wicked thing and sin against God?" (Gen. 39:9). Henry

Blackaby and

Richard

Blackaby

Contemporary Christians

are

information; they require

a

the

qualities

of a

spiritual

not

points

out other

promise,

honest

speech" (64).

m

looking

leaders

are

accountable to God"

for leaders who have

Spirit,

knowledge

hi this sense,

(21).

and

Joseph exemplifies

leader.
are

leadership

elements

we can

also leam fi'om

Joseph.

qualities of a spiritual leader: "Surely the spiritual leader must be

faithful in

sincere in

"Spiritual

leader filled with the

Honesty and diligence
Sanders

say,

discharge of duty, upright in finances, loyal in service,

He goes

on

to say,

"Spiritual

a

leader may

be, he

cannot

and

translate
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vision into action without executive

thought and

action is the

ability" (73). Gray points

key to developing

a sense

out that "a base of honest

of integrity."

Joseph was

diligent. Many people welcomed Joseph wherever he went because
was

with

and

Joseph,

before God and

Joseph also

man.

acted

those held in the
when he

for

was

people

in

and

Potiphar entrusted to the

charge of the whole

diligently
for

seven

"Wisdom involves

was

Potiphar's wife.

given charge

over

all

and

honesty

diligence

care

are

and

also

attitude of a

virtuous and humble. He

a

prepared clear plans
clear

plan,

solve their

are

wise leader. Pharaoh

plan to

of action. He studied how to

overcome

the famine. Sanders notes,

and the subtleties of the himian heart"

leader who knew God's

leadership to

a

traveling throughout Egypt to gain information and to

years and showed

knowing God

core

throughout Egypt to

discerning and wise" (Gen. 41:39). Joseph could

strategies

Virtue and humility

was

he

leadership trait of Joseph. Joseph was

no one so

leam. He also established

humility as the

way he treated

land of Egypt. He traveled

stored food in the cities. Thus,

for the future,

predict and prepare

exerted proper

Potiphar in the

everything he owned.

good contemporary leaders.

said of Joseph, "There is

a

of Joseph

honesty and integrity to the warden,

Wisdom is another

Joseph was

God and

care

prison. Moreover, Joseph exerted his power faithfully and diligently

important qualities

store food for

of his character. God

people acknowledged him because of his integrity and honesty

honestly before

Because of Joseph's

honest and

identified the condition of the

In this sense,

people,

and

problems.

seen

in

Joseph's leadership.

good leader (162). Joseph was

was a

(58).

morally

Duane Elmer chooses
a

good leader because he

excellent person who could

forgive the faults

of others. He did not take vengeance upon his brothers who sold him to the Midianite
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merchants but treated them' with
comforted his brothers when
wrong
was

in

people praise

generous heart. After the death of Jacob,

they feared that Joseph would pay them back

they did (Gen. 50:21).
charge

a

He did not exact vengeance

of the whole land of Egypt.

and respect him

Potiphar's

helped Joseph become the

When

sent me

Joseph

saw

here, but God" (Gen. 45:8). This humble

leader who could

highest place when Jesus

(Phil. 2:8-9). Joseph gave people peace

because he

his brothers who sold

others and exert virtue.

forgive

Today, people consider humility of little value and ignore the trait as

to death

wife when he

Joseph's high moral excellence made many

everything.

him, he confessed, "It was not you who

God exalted Jesus to the

for all the

(Gen. 47:25). Joseph treated people virtuously

had the mindset that God controls

attitude

on

Joseph

a

virtue. However,

humbled himself and became obedient

and joy with virtue and

humility.

Moreover, many people praised and respected Joseph and glorified God, when Joseph
exhibited virtue and

humility.

Virtue and

humility in a leader are

needed in order to fiilfill

God's mission.
Nehemiah

Nehemiah served

King Artaxerxes of Persia as cupbearer.

spent fifty-two days building the wall of Jerusalem and led
Israelites. He lived at

a

time when

a

Today,

the midst of two cultures, Korea and America.

They

Korean

in Korean

also live in

immigrant churches.

the leader who

confiision in the

immigrant Christians live
a

society. Thus, leaming how Nehemiah practiced his leadership is
problems

was

great awakening for the

people experienced great spiritual

midst of two cultures, Jerusalem and Persia.

solve the various

He

spiritually
a

in

confiised

good opportunity to
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Christian leasers leam visionary
the entire

leader

leadership from Nehemiah.

congregation into enthusiastic

can

give

clear direction for the

together with the

action for mission

A leader

by casting

a

can

catalyze

clear vision. The

community and motivate people to

go forward

dream. Christian leaders need to be visionaries. R. S. Dwivedi

same

explains the capacity and characteristics for visionary leadership:
Successful leaders of the 21^^ century have the

capacity to create vision
reality: Visionary leadership is transformative and
based on the power of inspiration. Tt is characterized by: a commitment to
core spiritual values, with a clear vision, respect for empowering
relationship, followed by courageous and innovative action. (11)
and also translate it into

He also

points

out that

visionary leaders provide

(15). Visionary leadership is the best model to
Nehemiah

presented

a

as

clear direction to their communities

describe Nehemiah's

vision to the Israelites, who had

helped them realize their impossible
well

a

forgotten their mission,

dream. Sanders notes, "Vision involves

insight (Neh. 2:12).

people
that

foresight as

of Jemsalem

assigned mission wisely

He shares his vision from God with

(Neh. 2:5-8). Moreover,

he

King Artaxerxes

and

and the

encouraged and motivated the people

so

they could fulfill God's vision together (Neh. 2:17-18). After the constructing the

wall, Nehemiah led the Israelites
and

and

insight" (56). Through prayer, Nehemiah received wisdom about the

reconstmction of the wall in Jemsalem and solved every
with

leadership.

confess their sins and the wickedness of their fathers

Israelites to the real great

awakening.

community that God wants

for every

guided the

real Christian

to

Nehemiah

presented

on

vision of the

community.

Prayer and the Word of God are the important elements to become
Nehemiah also focused

a

a

good leader.

prayer and the Word of God. He knew God's will and vision

through prayer and nurtured Israel through the

Word of God.

First, Nehemiah led through
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prayer. One of the most

important qualities

for

a

Christian leader is prayer in the

(Sanders 86; Blackaby and Blackaby 174). Andy Stanley
vision

developmenf (30). Gray explains the

"Leaders must
Nehemiah

provide

prayer

prayed before the

circumstance

(Neh. 1 :4).

him to go to the

God

a

He

received God's

answer

do for Jerusalem"

intercessor model of leadership,

God of heaven when he heard the

prayed to

God before he

asked

so

that

of God

day and night,

men

"God had put in my heart to

of Ashdod

vision

and stirred

conceming the

Book of the Law of Moses to

Nehemiah

taught the

Israelites to meditate

on

relationship with God and enjoy their life

leadership teaches contemporary leaders that only the

mission God has

plotted

sins and the wickedness of their fathers and live

have intimate

can

Israelites when

Word of God. After the constmction of the

appointed Ezra to teach the

(Neh. 8:1-10:39).

the Word of God

prayed to

Word of God. Nehemiah led the Israelites to read the Law

they could confess their
of God

on

emphasized the

govemor,

people

even

him, "What is it you want?" (Neh. 2:4). Nehemiah

(Neh. 4:9; 6:9). Nehemiah received

they could know the

Nehemiah's

He

allow

through prayer and accomplished the vision through prayer.

Nehemiah

wall, Nehemiah, the
so

about Jerusalem's

(Neh. 2:12). Nehemiah also prayed together with the

constmction of the wall

Israel

news

(Neh. 1 : 1 1).

through prayer when he confessed,

up trouble agauist Jerusalem

saying,

requested King Artaxerxes to

could rebuild it

Sanballat, Tobiah, the Arabs, the Ammonites, and the

Secondly,

"Prayer is critical to

covering for every aspect of their responsibilities."

city in Judah so that he

quickly when the king

says,

Spirit

firmly lead in the

given for the community.

as

the

the Word
in faith.

leader who meditates

direction God wants and

can

accomplish the
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Concern and love
concem

and love for the

are

also

people

leadership traits of Nehemiah.

of God. He

was

Nehemiah had deep

in the citadel of Susa but did not

forget

his country, Judea and Jemsalem. He first asked Hanani about the Jewish remnant and
Jemsalem when the latter

came

from Judea. Nehemiah

situation of his country. He fasted and
he tried to listen to the outcry of and

(Neh. 5:1-6).
poor

"I

He also

(Neh. 5:7-13).

am

sheep

the

prayed before

care

guided the nobles

Jesus

good shepherd;

points

as a

for and protect followers." Nehemiah's

model in that he tried to know his
Discernment and wisdom

vision,

a

leader.

Then, he

model is the

overcome

to group

people

when he

said,

the condition of the
a

leader must

many

care

shepherd leadership

for his followers, and

problems.

guide them in faith.
accomplish

Nehemiah

was a

First, he could wisely discem problems whenever they confronted him.
saw

gave the Israelites vision and motivated them

wall of Jemsalem

sheep

10: 14). Nehemiah tried to know his

Nehemiah could discem what the Israelites needed when he
were.

his

central focus the idea that

care

difficulty

they exploited the

further exhibited in Nehemiah. To

leader should have wisdom to

discerning

problems. Moreover,

in poverty and

According to Gray,

leadership

people,
are

were

the

good shepherd knows

sheep" (John

is to "have

over

and officials in faith when

and protect them from their difficulties.

shepherd leadership model

God

for those who

out that a

I know my

grieved over the miserable

so

how

discouraged they

that they could build the

(Neh. 2:17-18). According to Joseph Maciariello, Nehemiah knew how

and which motivational schemes he needed:

Nehemiah

motivational

schemes, grouping people according to
family units-not to manipulate, but to increase commitment to the project
by making it more evident that the work tmly is for their own good, the
good of their families, and for God's glory. (406)
uses
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Through discermnent, Nehemiah analyzed the
solution,

and

accomplished God's

Nehemiah
Israel and put

an

current

problems, suggested the right

vision for the Israelites.

also wise. When Nehemiah leamed of the enemies'

was

end to their

work, he wisely

overcame

plan to

kill

the scheme:

day on, half of my men did the work, while the other half were
with
equipped
spears, shields, bows and armor. The officers posted
themselves behind all the people of Judah.. Neither I nor my brothers
From that

.

nor

my

men nor

weapon,

even

the

guards

with

workers

discernment and wisdom

were

even

and chose wise leaders after

the

shape

(Neh.

undauntedly

protected (Neh. 6:1-19).

when he reconstmcted the

building the wall (Neh.

everything is changing fast. Many wrong

streams

of tmth. Christian leaders should

.

took off our

when he went for water.

He discemed the schemes of the enemies and

wisely ensuring the

me

4:1

clothes; each had his

1-23)

finished the work of the wall,
Nehemiah exhibited

organization, divided duties,

1 1 : 1-12:26). In this

come

society

into contemporary churches in

wisely discem between tmth and falsehood to

protect their congregations from the attack of Satan. Thus, discernment and wisdom
the most

required traits

are

for contemporary leaders.

Jesus
Jesus Christ is God who entered human culture

the best

example

disciples to
as

I did to

immigrant
what

for human

as a

human

being.

beings to follow while living on earth. Moreover, he asks his

emulate him. Jesus says, "For I gave you

you" (John 13:15).

Jesus is the

an

perfect model

example that you also should do
of leadership for Korean

leaders in multicultural and multiethnic United States. Jesus'

they should emulate

Jesus showed

and live out in their

given environment.

leadership

is
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Contemporary Christians
Jesus

can

"emptied Himself, taking the

leam servant

form of a bond-servant, and being made in the

likeness of men. And being found in appearance

becoming
passages

obedient to the

point of death,

explain that Jesus

died

on

Father's will. Jacobus J. Muller
This
and
was

leadership from Jesus. Paul said that

the

even

as a

death

cross as a

man. He humbled

on a

cross"

(Phil. 2:7-8).

bondservant and

behavior,

These

totally obeyed the

explains Jesus' humiliation:

treats of Christ incamate. In His outward

verse

Himself by

in all His

found in fashion

form, in appearance

and actions. He was avman like others. He
man, tme man, and as man He humbled Himself.

doings

as a

After the kenosis

(emptying) of the Logos asarkos followed the tapeinosis
(hiraiiliation) of the Logos ensarkos. The whole time of His sojoum on
earth was a time of self-humiliation. (86)
God

came

to the earth as

through the

a

human

being to

serve

others and showed self-surrender

life of Jesus Christ. Incamation is the best

God Himself came to the earth

as a

Perhaps the best term to
The words servant and leader

Greenleaf put these words
term servant

human

being to

describe Jesus'

are

considered

example

serve

of self-surrender, when

others.

leadership model

opposite. Larry C. Spears

together in a meaningful way when he

leadership (26).

is servant

leadership.

says that Robert K.

created the

Greenleaf defines the characteristic of servant

paradoxical

leadership as

follows:
Servant-leader is servant first, which begins with the natural feeling that
wants to serve. Following the desire to serve may be a conscious

one

choice that

brings

first

are

care

to make sure

one

to

aspire to

lead. The leader-first and the servant-

types of leaders with the servant-first leaders taking
other people's highest priority needs are being served.

two extreme

(Greenleaf, Servant 7)
This passage shows that the

satisfy others'

needs.

highest priority of servant leadership

is to

serve

others and to
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Jesus exhibited servant
as

servant

leadership

was never

mission"

The most

to serve others

mission: "For
his life

leader
his

even

have but the

for

of his
an

disciples'

heaven, who gave him his

give

(80).

Jesus

clearly expressed his

be served, but to serve, and to

Jesus showed

example that you

it away

6).

a

are

should do

not the

Jesus showed

a

as

ones

give

real model of a servant

feet. Then, Jesus asked his

explains that real leaders

who

to

come

many" (Mark 10:45).

"I have set you

ones

Is the Servant-Leader"

the Son of Man did not

through the washing

R. F. Russell

servant to his Father in

as

servanthood. He

was

important element for a servant leader is the natural compulsion

(Greenleaf, "Who

as a ransom

example:

13:5).

He led first

leadership model

C. Gene Wilkes notes Jesus'

and says, "For Jesus, the model of leadership

self-serving.

(10).

leadership.

disciples to

I have done for

you" (John

who hoard the power

real model of servant

follow

they

leadership

and did not hoard his power but gave power to his followers.
Missional
not

a new

word. However, the term is

Milfred Minatrea
"Mission is
and

leadership is characteristic

one

of Jesus'

being used in a different way (Newbigin 1).

of the church programs and church members
so

a new

word used since the 1990s. In the missional

church, congregations understand their identity

as

to be sent into the world.

participative rather than simply representative.

missionary. Missions is not perceived
of the church"

participate through prayer

that others may go to the mission field." However, missional is

different. The word missional is

essence

The word mission is

distinguishes between mission and missional. According to him,

offering money

therefore

leadership.

as an

In this sense, every member is

expression of the missional church,

(10-11). Before, churches recognized mission as

optional programs that they do

after

"Mission is

everything

else. However, this

one

but

as

of an

understanding is

a

the
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changed
not

into the concept of Missio Dei, mission of God. Guder

merely a program of the church but God's

Moreover, mission means sending,

on

the

Christ

a

church with

First, mission is

to

share the presence of the
mission is to follow the
are

a

they

so

Dei

can

through the

witness to God's love in Jesus

of contemporary church is to

mission

(6).

Lesslie

move

to

Newbigin explains

proclaim the reign of God to

being

missional

a

mission in three

the world. Second, mission is to

kingdom through union with Jesus Christ, crucified. Third,

Spirit obediently where the Spirit guides.

These threefold ways

rooted in the Triune nature of God himself (64-65). Minatrea describes the

foundations of a missional church. He says the Bible
are

describing the purpose of

for salvation is the climax. God's mission is continued

cross

(4). Therefore, the role

church from
ways.

^the central biblical theme

�

and God empowers the churches

Holy Spirit,

purpose to restore and heal creation.

history. God showed his mission in human history, and the death

God's action in human
of Jesus

created for

relationship

sin, God's intent has

image to

be

to bear his

spread

to the world to

a

world

beings. Thus,
serve

purpose. God also

defines

a

so

still reflect the

through his

can see

those who bear his

that church will

missional church

as a

forth that human

image

image of God.

or

imago

God desires his

as

his love and know his purpose

image should recognize that they
Jesus

was

sent to fulfill the

accomplish his glory (8).

superintendence

of the

are

sent

Father's

Arthur McPhee

community of persons reconciled to

God has sent into the world under the

of God,

beings

followers. Therefore, the job of believers is

that the secular

his mission, Missio Dei,

hopes

theological

8:29; 2 Cor. 3:18). Even if human beings fall in

changed and they

into the world

image to

toward human

not

clearly sets

with God and each person has the

1 Cor. 15:49; Rom.

(Gen. 1:26-27;

is

explains that mission

God in

Christ, whom

Spirit as ambassadors of
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God's reconciliation
are

.

Missional leaders

sent to the world to serve his

be defined

can

mission,

Mission Dei,

as ones

as

recognize that they

who

Jesus

sent to

was

fulfill the

Father's purpose.
Jesus'
sense

leadership model

of identity that he

the earth to

save

came

the world

is missional in that he

to the earth to

(John 3:16),

save

always had

the world. God did send Jesus Christ to

Lord's

Prayer,

Jesus

taught his

followers that

fulfill the will of God in this world: "Your

will be done

it is in heaven"

earth

as

(Matt. 6:10).

to do God's mission: "As you sent me into the

(John 17:18);

"As the Father has sent me, I

announced and showed the

was

for God

through his words,

showed missional

life,

on

"It is finished"

disciples

sent to their

even

Jesus

to his last

(John 19:30). Before his ascension,
and

reminding them

a

significant model

sense

Mark

specific society to

Jesus

of their

16:15; Luke

for contemporary

of identity for their

they should teach their congregation about missional leadership
were

disciples to the world

sent them into the world"

spread the gospel (Matt. 28:19-20;

they need clear purpose and

understand that they

your

the cross, Jesus showed that his whole life

24:45-47; Acts. 1:8). Missional leadership is
leaders because

earth to his

leadership by gathering his disciples

mission to go to the world and

kingdom come,

sending you" (John 20:21b).

am

reign of God on the

moments on earth. At the end of his

Jesus sent his

world, I have

sent to the world

ones

everyone's mission is to
on

always

(John 5:23, 24; 12:44, 45, 49; 20:21b).

Moreover, Jesus always reminded his disciples that they were the

Through the

clear purpose and

and Jesus remembered his mission. He

confessed that God sent him into the world

to fulfill God's will.

a

so

ministry. Moreover,

that

they will

fulfill God's mission.
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Discipleship is

one

contemporary Christians

can

leam from Jesus'

disciples throughout his ministry.
leamer,
or

a

pupil;

word

pupil,

one

one

The word

who follows the

teaching

who accepts and follows

disciple

comes

to increase one's

from the verb

a

occurs

twelve

"to be

or

"to

become

terminology disciple

(Buttrick 845).

W. Madison

doing what He

says to do. Faith and

says,

"[T]he

and that is
tme

doing what He
was

a

disciple

people,

his

experience

means

or

to be

leam,

pupil

or

is not

a

"a

"a leamer

(Buttrick 845).

gospels

The

apprised of,

disciple"

and Acts but

specific

one or more

means

action, word and deed,

following

come

of the twelve
after Jesus and

together in one's

only through following the master Jesus" (150).

of Jesus Christ is the

He did not focus

disciples.

them the secret of the

the

Grace, II says, "Discipleship

one

says to do when He says to do it"

making disciples.

few

seen

a

makmg

disciples but a word with multiple meanings, including

references to great leader's adherents, believers in Christ, and

discipleship

(Wuest 25)

teacher"

or

about 260 times in the

nowhere else in the New Testament. The

designation for Jesus'

of someone else"

manthano, which means
or

on

is mathetes in Greek and

given doctrine

knowledge" (Wuest 25)

(Danker 609). The word disciple

is that he focused

leadership

disciple

principle that

One

important aspect of Jesus' leadership.

on

many

Jesus trained the

kingdom.

The

who is

(151).

tmly 'following

Jesus'

core

He fiirther

after' Jesus,

mission

on

the earth

people to spread the gospel but nurtured

disciples, spent time with them,

disciples Jesus

Christ trained

of Pentecost and fiilfilled their mission to

were

and

taught

changed through

change the world through the

good news.
The biblical foundation of discipleship is the Great Commission. Before his

ascension, Jesus commanded his disciples:
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Go therefore and make

disciples

of all the

nations, baptizing them in the

Holy Spirit, teaching them to
observe all that I commanded you; and lo, I am with you always, even to
the end of the age. (Matt. 28:19-20)
of the Father and the Son and the

name

This passage has four
command is
others

are

important

New

in "aorist

explains,

participle" (Kane 64). Therefore,
disciples who

only his disciples

discipleship

Jesus

teaching. Jesus'

(Blevins

discipleship

understood

as

and Maddix

bom

a

(2

Cor.

over

5:20)

immigrant

(184).

discipleship

important aspect

are

his

disciples,

proclaim the gospel

Christians and

develop

and followers of Jesus.

leadership

characteristic that Jesus showed his

Jew; however, his life and ministry do

but his vision for multicultural

W.

mission and in the

others. Jesus'

and to

George

19). Thus, contemporary leaders should leam how

in order to build Korean

good disciples

was

our

but also contemporary Christians. One

Multicultural ministry is another
followers. Jesus

is focal in

influence

The

say that the first purpose of

is that his followers should leam. All Christians

discipled his disciples

them to become

we can

follow Jesus, die, and live with him.

called to imitate his life and be his ambassadors
to the world

and

must become focal in the church of Jesus Christ"

Leadership is commonly
influenced not

can

"The doctrine of Christian

Testament, and it

of Jesus'

disciples, baptizing,

specific; however, this passage has only one main verb, make disciples.

the mission is to make
Peters

terms: go, make

ministry.

In

not show

nationalism

Luke, Simeon described Jesus Christ

as a

light

for revelation to the Gentiles and for Israel:
you have promised, you now dismiss your servant in
peace. For my eyes have seen your salvation, which you have prepared in
the sight of all people, a light for revelation to the Gentiles and for glory to

Sovereign Lord,

your

as

people Israel. (Luke 2:29-32)
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Ken Heer says, "Simeon

recognized tlie universal accessibility of God's salvation when

he said Jesus would be

light for revelation to

atonement for all

a

people:

Jew and Gentile"

Gentiles. Jesus' incamation

(52).

was

to

provide

Joel B. Green also says that this is the

agent of new age and "the salvation that God has brought is universal in its reach,"

including

Gentiles

The book of Matthew also describes Jesus Christ

(148).

light:

as

Land of Zebulun and land of Naphtali, the way to the sea, along the
Jordan, Galilee of the Gentiles, the people living in darkness have seen

great light;
dawned.
God called Israel "a

ministry of Jesus
overcome

light for the

Christ. Jesus

ministry. Galilee

was

was

(Isa. 42:6),

as

Luke 1 :79; Tumer, D. L.

expanded into
Jesus'

addition, Douglas

territory in Jesus'

Galilee flows to "all nations"

his

Jesus

cross.

by the

was

as

to

Jesus started his

territory was in spiritual

age and the

this darkened

133). The ministry of Jesus

primary place

for

Gentiles, but

place (cf.

Ps.

not limited to Galilee

107:10;

only but

"Galilee of nations," and says that

(Matt. 28:19;

France

142-43).

In

R. A. Hare says that the title "Galilee of nations" indicates that what

began in Galilee was

dividing wall

fulfilled

looked down upon and mixed with Jews and

a

fulfillment of Scripture. This

result in the Gentile mission. Jesus Christ, who

22).

Gentiles. The

all nations. Matthew refers to Galilee

ministry from

prophecy

culture, country, and race.

belong to the

Israel's

a

light has

a

light for human beings (John. 1 :9)

to the earth as a

brought the light of the kingdom of God into

Jesus

Jesus

came

which used to

darkness. However, Galilee

in the land of the shadow of death

Gentiles"

all kinds of human walls such

ministry in Galilee,

Jesus'

those

living
(Matt. 4:15-16)
on

a

and united Jews and Gentiles

destroyed walls of prejudice

so

came

that all

designation would ultimately

to the earth

races

could

as

light, broke down the

praise

God

(Eph.

and tradition between Jews and Gentiles

2:14-

through

Moreover, he broke down the walls of cultures and classes that had separated
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people from each other and made Jews and Gentiles
P.

34).

The

cross

of Jesus

Paul described this

proved that "[h]e

unity

is not

a

provides

as

"a

new

into

one

body in Christ (Martin,

R.

a new

kind of relationship between Jews and Gentiles.

man"

(v. 15; Liefeld 73). Until the last moment,

nationalistic Jewish

Jesus

Messiah, but he is the Messiah for a new

interracial, intemational people, and the New Israel in terms of a spiritual kingdom"

(Goemer 81).
The Great Commission shows God's vision for multicultural

28:19-20).

Michael J. Wilkins translates "all nations" in Matt. 28:19

including Jews and Gentiles,
Abrahamic

and understands the

promise (Gen. 12:3)

in Jesus Christ

understands the Great Commission
says, "Jesus' 'all nations'

universal

spread

in Acts 1:8.

(953).

a

peoples" (817).

all

peoples,

the fulfillment of the

the final fulfillment of the Abrahamic
it creates

world renewal of the
Jesus

Ralph E. Winter points

as

as

Frederick Dale Bruner also

gives disciples world vision;

of the mission,

conversion of the

as

phrase

ministry (Matt.

once more

longings to

churches, and

an

promise.
see a

intemational

emphasized evangelism to

out that Jesus is not

He

all nations

only talking about ''geographical

distance, but about cultural distance" in Acts 1 :8 and the clue of this idea is the word
Samaria

(297-98). Darrell

L. Bock notes,

and ethnic in scope and includes all

clearly show that Jesus
through his whole
Jesus

he

came

"[T]he phrase

people

and locales"

worked for multicultural

'end of the earth' is

geographic

(65). These interpretations

ministry and accomplished this task

life.
to the earth with

a

human

taught human beings the importance

body

and lived in human culture.

of multicultural

Moreover,

ministry through his life and
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ministry.
a

He also asks God's

people to

go

beyond geography, culture,

and

and to live

race

multicultural life to fulfill God's vision.

Paul

Paul

multiple
Paul's
in

called the

was

cultures and

apostle to the Gentiles (Rom. 11:13), and

multiple

outstanding leadership

Judea, spread to

to

as

early Church. Christianity,

and

person's deep

(Karadag 1392).

so

that

membership" (695).

might have stayed

grow,

and behaviors that

they have

a sense

are

necessary

of spiritual

Gilbert W. Fairholm says that

develop, and continually leam"

"as the abstract power

These definitions
and leads

dedicate their lives to God's work.

so

spiritual

that

they

keeping people

awareness

people to the place where
a

invigorated

of realities in human nature"

explain that spiritual leadership

Thus, Christians have

alive and

relies

God wants

the

Holy

that

they

on

so

can

responsibility to change the

through spiritual leadership.
Paul used

helped others
Paul's

which

through

religion because of Paul's leadership.

connection with self and

Spirit, motivates people,

world

the ends of earth

in

(118). The concept of spiritual leadership originates from the

spirit, which is defined

means a

world

one's self and others

through calling

exhibit their talents

word

a

evangelized

aspect of Paul's leadership. Louis W. Fry defines

one

leadership means "helping followers
can

gospel spread to

"comprising the values, attitudes,

intrinsically motivate

survival

in the

Rome and became

Spiritual leadership is

spiritual leadership

ethnicities. The

he

spiritual leadership

in that he

do God's work. Brian J. Dodd

success

in his

remembered that the

ministry;

his

was

always

points

relied

on

out that the

the

Holy Spirit is the key to

Spirit-empowered ministry.

secret of his success

was

the power of the

Holy Spirit and

Paul

always

Holy Spirit and that
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divine power enabled him to be effective in his ministry
mission

guided

him

persuasive
Cor.

and target

trip

2:4).

(Acts 16:6-7).

not

The

of God

Holy Spirit
Paul

his

simply solve his

Holy Spirit,

God in their

own

He did not

but

always

according to

letters

specific

a

real

wisdom and

disciples to

live

leader. His whole life

people

so

that

Spirit's

power

(Acts

(1

13:1-

by the Spirit for the

Eph. 5:18; 6:18).

guided them in how they

he

spiritual

motivated

own

church at Antioch

Cor. 2:9-12; Gal. 5:16-17;

problems;

Thus, Paul is

always

(1

led his

on a

Holy Spirit led and

the demonstration of the

sent Paul and Bamabas from the

followers'

and he

went where the

perform ministry using his

continuously exhorted and

through his

in their situation.

the

on

words but ministered

5). Moreover,

glory

place

did not decide

(22-25). Paul

Paul did

glorify God

could

empowered by

was

they could work for the glory

of

situation.

Paul also modeled

an

exemplary life.

Dietrich Bonhoeffer stresses the

importance

of role models and describes his vision of the renewed Church: "The Church cannot
underestimate the value of human 'role models'
valued

by Paul!):

power" (262).
leadership

not a

Guder

terminology, but the

is to be at the front of the

of God,

people

(186). The word

imitation

(Hiigel 116).

'role model'

explains why exemplary leadership

of the missional

letters

(originating with Jesus and

so

conmiunity, living

all

can see

was a common

gives
is

its word

significant:

out the

so

emphasis
"The

implications

what it looks like to be the

of

and actions
of God"

theme in the Greco-Roman world and in Paul's

The Greek word mimhth,

j

,

an

imitator, is used six times in the

11:1; 1

Thessalonians 1:16 and 2:14; and Ephesians 5:1. Moreover, the similar word
means

and

place

people

New Testament, five times in the Pauline letters in 1 Corinthians 4:14 and

which

highly

model, is used fifteen times in the New Testament,

seven

t u , poj,

of which

are

in
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the Pauline

Romans

epistles:

5:14, 1 Corinthians. 10:6, Philippians. 3:17, 1

Thessalonians. 1:7, 2 Thessalonians. 3:9, 1 Timothy. 4:12, and Titus 2:7. Paul

emphasized much the exemplary life (Cho 219)
example

as

he followed the model of Jesus

followers to

Thessalonians

but he also became

model

a

all the believers in Macedonia and Achaia

in financial matters. He worked for his

companions,

he became

Paul said that he did not share the

simply with words,

example to
even

followed Jesus Christ in his words and

spread the gospel simply with his words;

example (Schhrmacher 54).

model

Cor. 4: 16; 1 1 : 1). Paul could ask his

exemplify him because he always

actions. Paul did not

an

(1

and asked his followers to emulate his

and the needs of the weak. Paul's

own

gospel to
so

living

a

the

they could become

that

Thess. 1 :5-7). Paul became

(1

a

needs, the needs of his

leadership

model

was

exemplary

leadership.
Clear

calling.

men

calling has

in New Testament

in Christ

stressed his
sense

another aspect of Paul's

The term vocational

mostly occurs
calls

calling is

through His

^he

�

was

called those who attacked his

calling.

Galatians 1

that his

calling comes

Damascus road

was

own means

called to be

false

clear

means

In

sense

of

to call and

general, "God

purpose" (489). Paul always

recipients because he had a clear

prophets.

by the will

His bold attitude

the process of Paul's

experience (Gal. 1:16). After his

totally changed.

own

of Christ Jesus

from Jesus Christ and God

a

Bromiley 487).

and for His

apostle

apostleship

clearly describes

and

sent letters to his

an

Paul had

its root in kale, w, which

writings (Kittel

apostleship whenever he

of calling

leadership.

calling. First,

(Gal. 1:1),

of God. Paul
came

Paul

from his

points

out

then he recounts his

Damascus road

experience, Paul's life

He received his commission from Jesus Christ

on

the road to
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not mention that his Damascus road

Damascus (Acts 9:15; George 122). Paul did

simply personal conversion.

experience

was

experience

as an

Damascus Road
Paul's

entry into Christianity and

experience

was a

Paul understood his Damascus Road
a

call,

a

conversion from

calling was to proclaim Jesus

commissioning.

one

religion to

Christ among the Gentiles.

the purpose of Paul's Damascus Road

He

never

another

said his

(Dunn 63).

Timothy George explains

experience:

[T]he phrase "that I might preach him among the Gentiles" is a purpose
revealing the goal or end for which Paul was set apart,
called, and made the instrument of the revelation of God's Son: in order to
proclaim him among the Gentiles. (121)
clause in Greek

God's purpose of the revelation of Jesus Christ

Gentiles"

(Dunn 65; Fung 66).

gain Christ (Phil. 3:8).

though he
clear

was

sense

After this

This clear

sense

confronted with many

of calling

9: 16). His clear

sense

Paul's Damascus Road

was a

experience

that "I

experience,

of calling

hardships

helped him focus
of calling

was

on

Paul considered all

among the

things rubbish to

helped Paul accomplish his mission

and adverse circumstances. Moreover, his

spreading the gospel throughout his

truth Paul could not

was

might preach him

essential in

Flexibility characterized Paul's leadership.

life

(1

Cor.

yield or abandon. Moreover,

helping him fiilfill

his mission.

Paul used flexible ways to

preach the

gospel:
To the Jews I became like

became like

a

Jew,

to win the Jews. To those under the

under the law

I

law I

not under the

(though myself
law), so
as to win those under the law. To those not having the law I became like
one not having the law (though I am not free from God's law but am under
Christ's law), so as to win those not having the law. (1 Cor. 9:20-21)
He

preached the gospel

in

one

a

synagogue for the Jews

(Acts. 17:17). However, for the

Gentiles, Paul conveyed the gospel in marketplaces, streets,
local cultures existed. In Ephesus, Paul

am

taught people

or even

in

prison, where

in the school of Tyrannus

(Acts.
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19:9), where open and
E.

L).

Paul

free

disputed with the

(Acts. 17:18). Moreover,
based

on

did not

symposiums could take place on almost any subject (Martin,

their

core

philosophers

preached the good news

religious backgrounds

change the

according to

he

groups of Greek

at the

message of the

gospel, but he

(Acts. 17:22-3 1). Paul

chose different

approaches

data from the

Design

project, I selected an exploratory method design I developed

using qualitative research study.

This research method constituted

gathering qualitative

participants using semi-structured interviews, "specified themes, issues,

question with predetermined
Sensing

in Athens

the receivers' culture and situation.

For this dissertation

Tun

about Jesus and the resurrection

Areopagus

Research

and

city of philosophy

in the

sequence

says, "Interviews allow

their interior lives,

are

described in the

people to

protocol" (Sensing 107).

describe their situations and put words to

personal feelings, opinions, and experiences that otherwise are

available to the researcher

by observation" (103). Through the interviews,

not

I could get the

story behind the participant's experiences and in-depth information in the Korean

immigrant churches (McNamara 1).
with five chosen pastors to obtain
which pastors believe

interview, I used open-ended questions

pastors' understanding conceming the elements with

they need to

second interview with five church

In the first

be

equipped

in order to grow their churches. In the

members, I used open-ended questions to identify the

congregations' understanding on which leadership elements congregations want from
their pastors and which

leadership model they want.

Group meeting of three churches,

I conducted

In the third interview with the Focus

open-ended questions to narrow the range

of perception about essential elements for effective

leadership between a minister and
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laypersons.

The

primary statistical tests

were

used in

analyzing the

date to determine

what kind of leadership pastors exercised and what kind of leadership

hoped

for from their pastors. For data

analyzing the themes

analysis,

and the responses to the

I used content

congregations

analysis

for

qualitative data,

specific questions that were posed.

Summary
The Triune God has both characters of diversity and
and reveals his

various cultures and

Trinity exists

in the

develop their multi-cultural society to
unity of three persons

another. The nature of God's
reflect God

creatures. This nature allows human

diversity through his

unity allows

through their companionship.

diversity and unity is the theological
human

beings to multiply and

and have become the first

fill the

and focuses
human
This

reveal God's

their

understanding

Koreans

are

diaspora country in the world.

harmony, and develop

a

problems.

diversity.
with

The

one

multicultural

As God asked

spread around

1 80 countries

Thus, the US is the best

saturate this diverse

commimity to glorify

One of the fundamental

immigrant churches is the lack of leadership. Examples

and

About two million Koreans live

However, the Korean immigrant Christians and churches do
because of many intemal

to live in

about the nature of God's

immigrant ministry.

place where Korean immigrant Christians and churches are to
create

beings

relationship

in the US, where most multicultural ethnics and cultures coexist.

society,

diversity

beings to complement each other

foundation for

earth, the

on

in

unity. God exists

not

God

together.

play their role well

problems

of biblical

in the Korean

figures who lived in

immigrant societies, influenced people, and developed their society with right leadership
are

Joseph, Nehemiah, Jesus,

and Paul. The

leadership elements

and

leadership model

they practiced is

leadership.

a

good model

for the Korean

immigrant ministers for effective
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CHAPTERS

METHODOLOGY

The Problem

God often scatters
Koreans

are one

people throughout the world to accomplish evangelism.

of the most

widely dispersed ethnic

groups in the world.

Today,

about

6,820,000 Koreans live in 176 countries in the world. Considering Korean Christians'

passion for the gospel, God's providence is to influence
gospel in the world through Koreans.
number 2,100,000

(Kwon,

faith and life. Thus,

passion, faith,

and

States.

and

identity. They

a

very

important

However, Korean

also exhibit

help them exhibit a right influence,

is essential for Korean

a

effective

immigrant churches in the United
The

The purpose of this research

Maryland that aids

immigrant church plays

Many

Korean

divide between

they have failed to demonstrate right influence in their life settings.

problems

Korean Methodist

States

Buddhist and Protestant Korean

in the United States have many conflicts and divisions.

Christians have lost their

leadership

up 70 percent

immigrant community in the United

immigrant churches

To solve the

immigrants living in the United

which shows that the Korean

role in the Korean

spread the

{Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Republic of Korea). Among

them, Christianity makes

Immigrants 4-5),

Korean

other cultures and

was

to

pastoral

States.

Purpose

identify a leadership

model for pastors in

immigrant churches in Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio, Connecticut,
in

and

building community within Korean immigrant congregations.
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Research

This

study

used three research

characteristics of effective pastoral

Questions

questions to evaluate the most essential

leadership

for Korean Methodist

immigrant churches.

Research Question #1

What
Korean

characteristics, beliefs,

and

practices

immigrant churches have that they believe

do pastors of growing Methodist-based
have been effective in

growing their

churches and pastors?
For the first research

chosen pastors. The

answer

question, I utilized

to this research

pastors' characteristics, beliefs,
with which pastors believe
Research

and

What characteristics, beliefs, and
and

lay

practices

leaders believe make

For the second research

grow their churches.

an

do recent Korean

elements

congregations

Question

#3

immigrants,

effective pastor for their church?

question, I employed

each church attendant. This research

leadership

The instrument identified the elements

equipped in order to

be

instrument with five

#2

Question

parishioners,

as an

question provided a baseline of church

practices.

they need to

interview

interviews

as an

instrument with

question comes from a desire to understand which

want from their

pastors and which leadership model

they want.
Research

Based
Korean

on

the

perception of pastors

immigrant churches

elements for

a

and selected

about effective

model of effective

parishioners in Methodist-based

pastoral leadership, what are the essential

pastoral leadership?
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For the third research

with pastors and selected
and

A church

growth.

question, I chost focus group meetings

lay leaders. Effective leadership is essential

can

grow when ministers understand what

from their pastors and when ministers prepare and

congregations

want. This research

essential elements for effective
this

as an

for church

congregations

stability

want

perform according to what

question narrowed the range of perception about

leadership between a minister and laypersons. Moreover,

question helped pastors recognize what they

will be drawn from focus group

instrument

meetings

should do to be

a

good

leader.

Findings

and two other interviews.

Participants
The

participants

were

Korean Methodist

immigrant church members and

United Methodist church members. I chose to research churches that
the

leadership

had

over one

growing under

of pastors who had become senior pastors within the past ten years, that

hundred church members, and that

Connecticut, and Maryland. Two churches
sized

were

Korean

cities, and

one

in

a

big city.

are

were

in

Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio,

located in small

I interviewed five

cities,

leading pastors.

two in medium-

All of them

were

ordained pastors and had become senior pastors within the last ten years at their present

churches. For ILMI-II,

participants

consisted of selected

attendees, and lay leaders. Respondents had to be
conducted with four pastors and twenty selected

leaders between 40 and 60 years old because
their church's situation well. Moreover,
knew their

pastor's leadership better.

over

lay

new

members, other regular

20 years old. ILMFG

was

leaders. Each pastor selected five

they were

lay

active in their churches and knew

they had worked with their pastors closely

and
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Design
The research method for this

elements of an effective
churches. The
included:

project utilized

pastoral leadership

identifying leadership

interviews to

model interview I,

the essential

immigrant

The

techniques

identifying leadership model

focus group. The

exploratory method

characteristics, beliefs, and practices pastors believe have

growing their churches.

The instruments

gathered information

characteristics, beliefs, and practices they believe make

church.

measure

model for Korean Methodist

identifying leadership model

information about

been effective in
what

Study

project in this study used an exploratory method design.

interview II, and

gathered

of the

Finally, they gathered information

an

about

effective pastor for their

about the essential elements of effective

pastoral leadership.
Instrumentation

To get the most essential characteristics of effective

Methodist
one

Immigrant Churches, I engaged three

interview with

questions

that addressed

they most value.
leadership

laypersons,

one

questions

To

interview with pastors,

of the interview, ILMI-II, evaluated which

seven

about essential elements for effective
and

one

focus group. The interview, ILMI-I, had eleven

laypeople want from their pastors.

focus groups I called ILMFG used

Reliability

instruments:

for Korean

pastors' understanding of which elements of pastoral leadership

The twelve

elements

and

leadership

questions to

The final evaluative

narrow

tool, the

the range of perception

leadership between a minister and laypersons.

Validity

overcome

the limitation of a small

sampling

and to arrive at reliable

fulfilled three instruments. Moreover, I asked my friends and church members

results,

I

to revise
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any unclear

questions

so

that all

all interviews. The focus group

participants

meeting had

some

pastor's leadership better. However,

limitations. First, I acted

as

shown

participants

for better conversation. Second, limitation

responses

biases while

during the interview. Finally,

participants were

the actual focus

moderator of the interview, and I

might have

personal

questions. I recorded

members, reconmiended by their pastors, worked closely

with their pastors and knew their
group

could understand the

guiding, encouraging,
was

the

the selected churches

and

stimulating the

possibility of faked

were

growing churches

and

limited to Methodist church members.

To increase

validity,

the researcher

expanded the range

of participants in the

interviews, randomly distributing to those who attended the worship services regardless
of gender, education, years of faith, and years

as an

inmiigrant.

Data Collection
I identified Korean

under the

leadership

churches in the United States that

an

e-mail to

seven

Korean

Immigrant Methodist

explained about my dissertation (see Appendix A).

assurance

were

growing

of pastors who had become senior pastors at their churches within

the past ten years. I sent

and

immigrant

of anonymity and

a

In the

e-mail, I provided

commitment to share the results of the

completion with each pastor and church that participated.

Church pastors

Once

study

an

upon its

positive responses had

been received from five pastors, I called each pastor and scheduled dates for the ILMI-I
and the ILMI-II. I visited the five churches

interviews with each pastor based

church office (see Appendix B).

on

on

the scheduled dates and conducted the

the interview

questions

During each interview,

sent earlier to each

pastor's

I recorded and transcribed notes.

Then, I explained another interviews with laypersons (see Appendix D) and conducted
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interviews with selected laypersons. I asked them
consent

Appendix C). I completed the

forms (see

to

sign along with congregational

interviews before the end of smnmer

2012.
After

analyzing the interviews,

five church pastors who had

meeting.

I sent

an

e-mail with the results of the

responded. I then scheduled

Each church pastor chose five

the

study to

date for the focus group

a

lay leaders to participate

in the focus group. On

the date scheduled for the focus group, I introduced myself and asked the focus group
members to introduce

explained the goal

themselves, then I shared the results of the initial interviews.

of the

study was to determine

I

what those elements would be between

pastors and lay leaders and between regular attendees and lay leaders, emphasizing that
there

were no

their ideas

interviews,

or

correct or incorrect

perspectives

answers.

about the

Then I

questions.

I asked them to discover effective

then recorded the

participants'

encouraged them to fi^eely

Based

on

leadership

express

the results of the initial
elements

(see Appendix E).

discussion and transcribed notes from the

meeting

I

into

Microsoft Word documents.
Data

Analysis

I used standard statistical tests. The results

were

analyzed to determine what kind

of leadership pastors exercised and what kind of leadership
their pastors. For data

analysis,

themes and the responses to the

I used content

analysis

for

congregations hoped for from

qualitative data, analyzing the

specific questions that were posed.
Ethical Procedures

I assured all

this dissertation.

participants

that all data fi'om the interviews

was

to be used

only

for

Throughout the research project, I guaranteed complete confidentiality
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for

participant safety

and

protection,

and interviews. I

phone calls

from the initial introduction letter, to the

promised to share

the research data

and reflection team for the purpose of evaluation. I likewise

participants' specific
information

recordings,

answers

regarding the

and

environment.

to anyone,

research

transcripts

after

follow-up

only with the research

promised not to

reveal the

assuring the participants that he would

store all

project, including interview notes, interview

completing the dissertation

in

a

protected,

locked
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS

Problem and
As with all

problems.

commmiities,

If a church will grow

members and what

they

immigrant churches
element most
and to

is

required

develop

a

want.

Purpose

the church should know the character of

healthy,

Finding the problems

one area

and their solutions in the Korean

of investigation. In addition, leaders need to find the

for Korean

immigrant ministers, to

define the roles of a minister,

leadership model most required for the Korean immigrant church.

Through the understanding of pastors, congregations,
suggest

a

leadership model to

immigrant members.

build up the Korean

The purpose of this

initial

immigrant congregations.

To

study began with the question,

effective

pastoral leadership?

to aid in

leadership

Korean

model for

building the community of

effective

what

the most essential characteristics of

are

This research used three

characteristics, beliefs, and practices do
an

a

I will

identify

they believe have been effective

leaders believe make

lay leaders,

immigrant church and the

leadership characteristics,

questions:

beliefs, and practices do pastors of growing Methodist-based
have that

and

study was to identify

pastors in Korean Methodist immigrant churches
Korean

also have many

immigrant churches

the Korean

in

What

Korean

growing their churches?

recent Korean

characteristics,

immigrant churches
What

immigrants, parishioners,

effective pastor for their church? Based

on

the

the

and

perceptions

lay

of

pastors and selected parishioners in Methodist-based Korean immigrant churches about
effective

pastoral leadership,

pastoral leadership?

what

are

the essential elements for

a

model of effective
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Participants
I had interviews with five pastors,

thirty-eight randomly

and four focus groups. All five churches in this

stagnation, conflicts,

or

division but

began to

chosen

congregations,

study have recently experienced

grow to

a

membership of more than

one

hundred under the leadership of their present pastors.

Description

of Five Churches

General

located in
the

Description

Dayton, Ohio.

biggest problems

established in 2007

Church A

in the Korean

by

leadership. However,

Church A

members attended, but
ordained in

a

now

immigrant church in the

serve.

When Pastor A

Description

members did not agree
church

as

previous pastor's

in 2008. One of the two

to Church

A, only twenty

of Church B. Church B is

leadership

on

was

a

Korean Methodist church

built in 1991 and had

smoothly

of the first pastor. Church B,

everything according to

grown to

however,

a

was a

his will and did not

previous pastor went back to Korea, the church was

during the process

their

Korea, flve

eight years.

church. The former pastor did

divided into three churches

of

was

Korean Methodist church. He has nine years of ministry in

train leaders in the church. When the

to the

came

a

one

Church A has 150 members. Pastor A is 39 years old and

of 400 under the

pastor-oriented

US. Church A

experienced another division

located in Baltimore, Maryland. Church B

membership

Korean Methodist church

experienced church division twice. Division is

years in the US and has been in the US for

General

a

members who had conflicts due to

some

divisions invited Pastor A to

was

of Church A. Church A is

preferences

of inviting

a new

and criteria for the

pastor because the

new

the second pastor in 2008. Church B has grown to

pastor. Pastor B

a

middle size

came

church.
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which has

membership of around five hundreds under the new leadership of Pastor B,

who is 46 years old and

was

ordained in the Korean Methodist Church. He has ten years

of ministry in Korea, twelve years in the US, and has been in the US for twelve years.
General

Description

Church located in

of Church C. Church C is

Lexington, Kentucky,

and

was

a

Korean United Methodist

established in 1999. Pastor C is the

second pastor of the church and has ministered since 2003. Church C

church and
which had
under the

English,

only twenty-five members
a

sullen

atmosphere.

leadership

and

attended when Pastor C started to

Church C,

however, has

grown to

a

pioneering

serve

the

membership

church,

of 250

of Pastor C. Church C consists of three ethnic groups: Korean,

Hispanic.

congregation but has

Church C started with the Korean

opened an English worship
English worship service,

service since Pastor C

intemational

service with their children. The
service. Pastor C

was a

came.

When the church

couples with Korean

Spanish congregation also

opened the Spanish worship

attended the

worship

opened its

spouses attended the

service for the

because he believes that every ethnic group should

since

worship

English worship

Spanish congregation

God in their

specific

culture.

In this way. Church C has grown.

Pastor C is 52 years old and

came

to the United States when he

He is 1 .5-generation and accustomed to the American culture. He

United Methodist Church and has ten years of youth
ethnic church

was

was

14 years old.

ordained in the

ministry experience

and ten years of

ministry experience.

General

Description

of Church D. Church D is

church located in East Hampton

near

a

Korean United Methodist

Pocotopaug Lake, which is the biggest and most

beautiful lake in Connecticut. Established in 2004, Church D built

a new

sanctuary in
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2009 and has grown to

a

membership

of one hmidred.

members left the church in 2009 because
who had

a

charismatic and

they had conflicts with the previous pastor

purpose-oriented leadership.

the second pastor with less than twenty members
grown to

a

membership

Eighty percent of church

Pastor D

remaining

came

to the church

as

at that time. The church has

of one hundred since then. Pastor D is 39 years old and

was

ordained in the Korean Association of Independent Churches and Missions. He has four
years ministerial

experience

in Korea and two years and six months in the US. He has

lived for six years in the US.
General

located in

Description

Bloomington,

of Church E. Church E is

Indiana. Church E

was

pastor is the third pastor. Church E has grown
the

new

leadership.

A

because the members

Lord wherever

a

membership

are

of 150 from

fifty under

students and the church is

highly

usually leave the church after graduation. Thus, Church

do continuous church activities and
church members and

Korean Methodist church

established in 2000 and the present

to

majority of the members

a

was

helped them have

hey may be.

in

a

stagnation.

Pastor E started

missionary mind

so

that

they

a

Bible

could

fluid

E could not

study with

serve

the

Pastor E has motivated the young members and the church

has become active. Pastor E is 42 years old and
Church. He has five years of missionary

experience with Korean immigrants.

was

experience

Pastor E has

ordained in the Korean Methodist

and four years of ministerial

stayed in the United

States for nine

years.

The five churches described above have the

and D have

leadership problems. Church C is lacks

All three churches with

following problems: Churches A, B,
sources, and Church E is

leadership problems experienced church division.

highly fluid.

The two
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churches showing the

problems of lacking sources

and

being highly fluid experienced

depression.

Table 4.1. The Causes and Results of the Church Problems
The Name of the Church

The Result of the Problem

The Cause of the Problem

A

Pastor's

leadership

Church division

B

Pastor's

leadership

Church division

C

Lack of sources

D

Pastor's

E

Depression
Church division

leadership

Depression

High fluidity

Emerging Results Regarding Research Question
In order to discover the

Methodist Korean

Appendix B).

#1

characteristics, beliefs, and practices of growing

immigrant pastors,

I conducted interviews with five pastors

Three out of five pastors

came

(see

from the Korean Methodist Church and two

from the Korean United Methodist Church. The age ranges of the interviewees
follows:
service

years;

one

in his 30s, three in their 40s, and

were as

and,

one

one

were as

in his 50s. Their ministerial years of

follows: One served less than ten years; three served from ten to twenty
served for

over

twenty years. Their ministerial

career

in the US

was as

follows: Three served less than ten years, and two served from ten to twenty years. The
years of residency in the US

years;

one

were as

follows: Three have lived in the US fi-otti five to ten

from eleven to twenty years;

Five pastors listed

and,

one

pastor for

over

eight different things when they were

problems in the Korean immigrant church."
conflicts between congregations, such

as

Four

cultural

answers out

conflict,

twenty years.
asked about "the

of eight

low

were

biggest

related to

self esteem, distrust,

and
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egoism. Two

answers were

related to pastor's

authoritarianism and ministerial

problems,

such

as

leadership.

low foundation

problems such as minister's

The other two pastors mentioned structural

offaith and highfluidity (see Figure 4.1).

Mmister's

Authoritarianism
Cultural Conflict

Ministerial

Low self-Esteem

Leadership (2)

.

Distrust

Egoism (4)
A:

Figure

Congregation

Low Foundation

B: Ministers

of Faith

C: Structure

High Fluidity (2)

4.1. The

biggest problems

The interviewees

problems

in the Korean

restoration

ofworship''

were

in the Korean

also asked about "the most desirable way to solve

immigrant church."
and the training

desirable way to solve the

immigrant church.

Three pastors said service, and two chose

ofprayer and the Word of God as the

most

problems (see Figure 4.2).

Restoration of

Worship
Training of.
Prayer &
the Word (2)

The

Figure 4.2.

The most desirable way to solve

church.

problems in

the Korean

immigrant
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To leam the

practical ways they employed to

overcome

the

problems, I asked,

"What imier tensions and conflict, if any, have you faced in your role
current

church? How did you

overcome

answered that their first conflicts
two

categories:

conflict with

a

were

them? Cite

an

example." All

as a

at your

five pastors

with church members. Conflicts

minister and

pastor

were

divided into

congregation and conflict among the

congregation. The conflicts between ministers and congregation were caused by distrust
toward their

ministers, leadership, and culture. Three pastors faced this kind of conflict

their current churches at the

beginning of their ministry.

between

congregations. Laypersons had

conflicts

came

onset of their

some

Another conflict

happened

conflicts among themselves and the

from distrust and faction. Two pastors suffered from this

problem

at the

ministry (see Figure 4.3).

Between Minister &

Figure

Congregation

4.3. First conflicts.

Five pastors mentioned five different

practical ways to

overcome

conflicts.

They

said, humility and service, communication, patience, Bible study, and diligence. Four
pastors

at

out of five noted

immigrant church.

humility and service to

Pastor A

solve the

problems

in the Korean

pointed out humble mind to solve problems in a church:
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immigrant ministry with a congregation that experienced
twice.
So I had a difficult time approaching them because
division
church
they did not easily open their heart because of their hurts from the former
pastor. I seldom had any way to solve the problem. I started to respect and
serve each member with a humble mind. Then, they slowly opened their
I started Korean

heart.
Pastor D also stressed

humility:

Many Korean immigrant members especially men have
esteem because of the frustration about the loss of their

Korea. The

only way to open their wounded heart is to
with the humble mind Jesus showed us.

Figure 4.4.

How to

The two
Korean

overcome

questions

the

scars

and low self-

high position in
approach them

problems.

showed that

humility and service

immigrant pastors as the practical way to

overcome

are

key values highlighted by

the

problems

in the Korean

immigrant church (see Figure 4.4).
I asked another

Korean

question "to discover the most important role of a minister in the

immigrant church." Spiritual guide and

roles of a minister in the Korean
the role of spiritual leader and

guide, shepherd,

servant

immigrant church.

were

the

core

and most

Three pastors of the five

pointed out three roles of spiritual leader

such

important

emphasized
as

spiritual

and counselor of faith. Pastor B stressed the role of counselor of faith
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and said that the role of a minister in the Korean
a

person who should

provide physical

immigrant church is

often understood

needs for church members such

as

helping

in

settlement and solving difficult problems. However, ministers should allow laypersons
do those

growth.
E

said,

came

works, and focus

On the other

"If we

are a

to the earth

members

as

on

hand,

two

disciple

as a

their basic

to

or

real

server.

Christ,

to

help congregations' spiritual

ministers emphasized the role of server

and follower of Jesus

servant

Jesus did to his

role, which is

as

we

or

servant. Pastor

should leam from Jesus. He

Thus, ministers should

serve

church

disciples" (see Figure 4.5).

Spiritual Guide
Shepherd
The Counselor
of Faith

Figure

4.5. The most

important

Five pastors marked

required leadership

seven

role of Korean

immigrant ministers.

elements when

they were

element for Korean

(3)

asked about "the most

immigrant ministers": Love, service, dedication,

honesty, considering others, prayer and the Word of God, and spirituality. These

leadership

elements

are

divided into two

categories.

One is related with "the aspect of

character" and another is "the aspect of spirituality." Love, service,
and considering others

are

seven

dedication, honesty,

related with the aspect of character because

they are not
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formed from skill
The
over

or

the

ability of leaders but are shaped through relationship with others.

demonstrated that the five Korean

answers

skill

or

the

immigrant ministers valued

ability of a leader as the more important element to

serve

character

the Korean

immigrant church (see Figure 4.6).

Prayer

&

the Word

Spirituality (2)

Love

Service
Dedication

Honesty
Considering
Others (5)

Figure

4.6. The most

In the

required leadership

question seeking to understand growing

three pastors described their

leadership style

important value.

the most

service

as

style

communicating leadership,

as

leadership,

which considers

emphasized

element for Korean

servant

also try to become

a

as

immigrant

church minister's

servant

leadership,

which

emphasizes

leadership and said,

"As Jesus became

model. The best education is not
to servant

leadership

communication, and partnership

partnership as the most important value.

model." Pastor D also referred

leadership style,"

The other two pastors illustrated their

which stresses

ministers.

a

Pastor A

model for his

I

indicating others, but showing a

leadership, saying, "The role

minister is to understand church members' needs and

disciples,

provide

of an

immigrant

for them." Pastor E

emphasized communication and said that "communication is very important between a
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congregation or among congregation because communication helps

minister and

different voices in

a

church become

wants." The other pastor insisted

church vision

given by God,

one

on

and

forward toward the direction God

move

partnership leadership and noted,

the Korean

all

immigrant ministers should

"To

create

accomplish the

partnership

with church members."
One noticeable

thing

is that

nobody practiced spiritual leadership

ministry field, though three pastors pointed to spiritual

leader

as

in their current

the most

important role

of a minister.
About the
from

"Which

question,

leadership

you?" four of five pastors chose the

since. Two pastors selected servant

leadership; and,
different

the other chose

leadership style,

same

leadership;

do you think your

congregation wants

leadership style they have
one

been

practicing

pastor chose communicating

partnership leadership. Only one pastor answered

which is

a

visionary leadership:

Through the question,
believe their

ministers. I put
an

the

ones

came

I found out that four of five pastors

congregations want from ministers.
and the

leadership style

put

are

who

to the US to pursue a new

thing and
new vision. They are always inclined to finding new things. Therefore, if
vision is unclear, they easily lose their passion, become dull, and problems
will occur in a church. Thus, visionary leadership is so important for the
Korean immigrant congregations.
Immigrants

an

X for the

Table 4.2 shows

pastors' present

leadership pastors believe their congregations want from

O for the

leadership style that ministers

leadership that congregations

Table 4.2. Leadership

practiced the leadership they

Styles.

are

want from their

currently practicing
pastor.

and
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Style

A

Servant

0

C

D

o,x

o,x

B

E

o,x

Communicating
Partnership

0,X
X

Visionary

I leamed the

1

.

The

congregations,

following

facts

through the interviews

with the five ministers:

biggest problems in the Korean immigrant church are related to ministers,
and stmcture. Service and restoration

of worship

prayer and the Word are the most desirable ways to solve the

2.

overcame

the

training of

problems.

The first conflict that the five pastors faced in their

church members. Four out of five pastors

and the

ministry field was with

problem with humility and

service.

church

3.

Ministers marked that the most

are

spiritual leader and servant.

4.

Character is the

leadership

important roles

element most

in the Korean

required

immigrant

for the Korean

immigrant

ministers.
5.

Three out of five pastors said

five pastors believed that
6.

they practice

servant

leadership,

they practice the leadership their congregations

One noticeable

and four of

want.

thing is that nobody practiced spiritual leadership

in their

ministry field, though three pastors cited spiritual leader as the most important role

of a

minister.

Emerging Results Regarding Research Question #2
In order to discover

and

congregations' understandings

practices of an effective pastor for their church,

about

characteristics, beliefs,

I had interviews with

thirty-eight
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laypersons

from five Korean

The interviews took

randomly,
are

from

in the United States

May 2012 to July 2012.

and I conducted the interview face to face.

female of the

coming to

place

immigrant churches

The interviewees

Twenty-one

are

thirty-eight interviewees. Twenty-eight people were

the United States, while the other ten members

the age ranges, the number of years

as a

(see Appendix D).

were

not.

were

male and seventeen

Christians before

Figures

Figure 4.7. Ages

31-40

41-50

�fW-]
Figure 4.8.

51-60

Over 61

of interviewees.

1-10

Years

11-20

being

a

Christian.

4.7-4.9 show

Christian, and number of years living in the US.

a
21-30

chosen

21-30

mm
31-40

Over 41
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7
1-10

Figure

11-20

4.9. Years

I asked

churches?"
members

living

21-30

thirty-eight laypersons,

the

Over 41

in the US.

"What is the

Fifty-eight percent of interviewees

as

31-40

biggest problem.

biggest problem in Korean immigrant

indicated conflicts between church

Conflicts could be divided into two aspects.

twenty-two members,

seventeen interviewees cited conflict between

cited conflict between

a

minister and

congregations.

16 percent of interviewees mentioned.

division, and
mentioned

5

Faithless

was

Among

laj^ersons,

and five

ranked second, which

Eight percent of interviewees chose

church

percent referred to leadership. The other 13 percent of interviewees

Immorality, nationalism, high fluidity, imitating Korean church,

individual church oriented. One

and

layperson explained conflict between congregations

as

follows:
The time each

immigrant

left Korea is different. What the Korean

know about Korean

immigrants
experienced

culture, tradition, and manner is what they

They deal with other members in the maimer they
experienced. They insist they are right. Thus, many problems
happen in the Korean immigrant churches.
in Korea.

leamed and

One member

church

to

pointed out the wrong purpose of faith and said, "Many people come to the

gain something other than faith itself

If they do not obtain what

they want.
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tension and conflicts

division in

a

occur

in

a

church. And the tension and conflicts

bring problems and

church."

Others

Leadership
5%

13%

Division
8%

Faith
16%

Figure

4.10. The

With the

problems

question,

in the Korean

restoration

Spirit,

problems

in the Korean

immigrant

"What is the most

immigrant church,"

church.

important factor that will

42 percent of interviewees marked

ofrightfaith'' They mentioned, prayer meeting, worship

and Bible

study as

the

specific way of restoration of faith.

One

pointed

layperson,

to restoration of leadership, and 1 1

filled

by the Holy

Another 42 percent

responded restoration of relationship. According to the interview,
interviewees

solve conflicts and

5 percent of

percent indicated other

who stated restoration of right faith said, "If people

are

Holy Spirit through prayer meeting or revival service, they can share

filled with the

God's grace with

others. Hence, "Restoration of right faith" is the first step to solve conflicts and
in the Korean

the

problems,

answers.

problems

immigrant church. Another member emphasized worship service to solve
and said, "If we receive God's grace

the heart to understand others. Then,

we can

through worship service,

we can

have

stop tension and conflicts." One member.
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who stressed restoration of relationship

situation,
church."
solution

and build

right relationship with each other,

Through the
as

said, "If we miderstand each other's cultm-e and

answers, I

realized that

laypersons

the five pastors I interviewed to solve the

churches. With the

understanding,

and

restoration of faith

same

we can

also

solve the

problems

pointed out the

problems

in the Korean

in

a

same

immigrant

question, three pastors suggested service, communication,

listening

for the restoration of relationship and two pastors noted

(see Figure 4.1 1).

Restoration of Others
11%

Leadership
5%

Restoration of
Faith
^ Right

I

Figure

4.11. How to solve the

Interviewees noted

problems.

forty-four different aspects

about the

choose one, in which aspect has your pastor led the church

percent of interviewees chose preaching

remarked, "My pastor helped

42%

us

realize

church members should go forward

as

the most

question,

successfully?" Twenty-nine

important aspect.

One member

problems in our church and gave a vision that all

through preaching.

Each member is

maturing healthily according to the vision through pastor's preaching."
23

percent of the interviewees

"If you could

answered visitation

as

growing and
In the

interview,

the most essential factor in the
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Korean

immigrant church.

Some ministers accustomed to American culture

ministry style may disregard the importance of visiting

or

American

church members' homes because

they may understand that visitation makes church members uncomfortable. However,
visitation is still

they

important for the Korean immigrant ministry

valuable persons when

are

a

minister visits their homes.

discipleship (14 percent), spirituality (1 1 percent),

and team

because Koreans consider

They also mentioned

ministry (7 percent),

as

the

aspect that their pastor leads the church successfully. The other 16 percent of respondents

pointed

out

leadership, evangelism, administration, passion,

and

modeling (see Figure

4.12).

Figure

4.12. The aspect pastor leads the church

successfully.

Fifty eight percent of respondents marked spmtual leader when they were asked,
"What do you think is the most

important role of the pastor in an immigrant church?"

The

other 42 percent of respondents

emphasized the role of serving church members

as

counselor (18 percent), guardian (13

percent).

This

percent), teacher (8 percent),

and

such

problem solver (3

question showed that the most important role of a pastor in the

Korean
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immigrant church is to help the spiritual growth of congregations

as

well

as

to serve

them. One member stressed the role of spiritual leader:

Immigrants living in a foreign country are always thirsty, which cannot be
filled with worldly things. The only way to quench this thirst is spiritually.
Thus, ministers should help the congregation overcome these problems in
a spiritual way. In this
sense, the role of a spiritual leader is the most
important for a minister.
Among the respondents,

"Living

in the US is

of counselor. One

guide members through these problems. Thus,

advisor is very crucial work for

the role of guardian

emphasized the role

totally different in Korea. Many unexpected problems

life. Ministers should
or

18 percent

as

the most

a

important.

One person

the necessary role for both

question with five pastors, three

Through the responses
the

same

are

most

spiritual

leader and

Teacher

8%

generations

server

"\

3%

is

care

because

guardian."

and two

agreed on

they

In the

emphasized

of the pastor in Korean

(see Figure 4.13).

Problem Solver

daily

the role of counselor

congregations, I realized that both

important roles

in

stated, "One generation left their

spiritual leader,

from ministers and

opinion about the

churches, which

marked

said,

occur

minister." Thirteen percent of interviewees

parents in Korea and the second generation always lack parents'

always busy. Thus,

man

are

previous

server.

groups have

immigrant
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Figure 4.13.

The most

important

role of the

pastor

immigrant church.

in the Korean

The survey shows that 29 percent of respondents chose character and another 29

percent marked

spirituaUty as

immigrant ministers." They
passion (5 percent),

"the most

also marked

and others

required leadership

element for Korean

relationship (24 percent), patience (5 percent),

(8 percent), character, relationship, and patience

are

the

leadership elements that are formed through character (Lee "Lesson"). Thus,

58

of respondents valued the aspect of character

element. On

the

same

question,

as

the most

required leadership

71 percent of pastors also cited the aspect of character.

questions with pastors

and

considered character and

immigrant ministers.
Most

congregations,

this

study

Through the

found out that both groups

spirituality as the leadership

One church member who

percent

elements most

required

for Korean

emphasized character:

immigrant church members

are

very different.

They

are

self-

assertive and have lots of pains. To

help them grow to become the people
leadership element for ministers is character.

God wants, the most required
A minister's good character helps open the congregations'
wounds and encourages them to work together.

heart,

heal their

Others

Figure 4.14.

The most

required leadership

element for Korean

immigrant ministers.
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To
I asked

figm-e

out the

leadership style that the

thirty-eight congregations,

"Which

ministers of growing churches

leadership style

do you think your pastor

has?" In the interview, 38 percent of interviewees mentioned servant

leadership. Spiritual

percent, and visionary leadership and

leadership and democratic leadership each had

17.5

missional

question showed that ministers

churches

leadership had

practice

servant

revealed

congregations

you want from your

which is the

same

14 percent each. This

leadership

big differences

to 34

when

pastor?" People who

ministry field. However,

wanted servant

leadership

answered that

five pastors

However, spiritual leadership greatly increased from 17.5

and missional

the

spiritual leadership

congregations

were

leadership

to 9

percent from 17.5 percent.

also decreased to 7 percent each from 14

asked the

from their ministers. However, four out of five pastors

would want servant

same

want servant

question.

leadership

Ministers have

a

from their pastors when the
wrong

understanding

about

leadership style that congregations want from ministers.
Through this study,

I realized that authoritarian

leadership, which many

Korean ministers

would not be

in the Korean

applicable

leadership style

do

from their pastor,

percent. This question revealed that Korean immigrant congregations
and

growing

they were asked, "Which leadership style

percent. Democratic leadership decreased

Visionary leadership

leadership

in

percentage when they described their minister's leadership style, made

up 37 percent of the responses.

percent

than others in their

more

practice,

and

no

leadership

practice to help

or

minister-centered

Korean churches grow

immigrant church because no pastor uses this

congregation wants this leadership style. Figure

leadership style that congregations

fast,

want from their

pastor.

4.15 shows the
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�

Pastor's

Servant

Figure

4.15.

.

�

The

Leadership Congregation

Democratic

Spiritual

Visionary

Wants

Missional

Leadership style.

I found the

1

Leadership

following results through the

Congregations

immigrant churches,

imderstand conflicts

which

interviews with the

as

the

laypeople:

biggest problems

happen between ministers

and

in the Korean

congregations

and among

congregations. They chose the restoration of right faith and the restoration of relationship
as

the most desirable way to solve the
2.

problems.

Respondents understand that preaching is the principal tool used by their

pastors to lead the church successfiilly.
3.

Interviewees wanted the roles of spiritual leader and

Through the interview with pastors and church members,
and church members in

growing churches had the

same

server

from their pastor.

I found out that both pastors

recognition

about the role of

immigrant ministers.
4.

The aspect of character is the

leadership

element most

required for the

immigrant ministers.
5.

Servant

leadership

and

spiritual leadership are the leadership styles the

Korean
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interviewees wanted most from their pastors. This

answer

showed the difference with the

five pastors'

servant

leadership

answers

because

they only pointed to

as

the

leadership

style that congregations would want from ministers.
Emerging Results Regarding

Research

Question #3

In order to discover the essential elements of a model of effective

leadership,

I conducted

an

interview with four different focus groups. The focus group

members consisted of pastors and selected

leaders who

parishioners.

Each pastor selected five

as

the

asked, "What do

biggest problem

you think is the

in the Korean

growing church have the
immigrant church.
"Various groups

One

or

same

biggest problem in the Korean immigrant church?"

competitions always

difficult." Another

exist in the Korean

two cultures between Korea and America.

lay

leader

immigrant church:
They are

Some

inclined to

status is unstable and

immigrant

peculiar character. So

immigrants

live in

apply the culture

and conflicts

lay leaders pointed to the lack of ownership

"Many members'

a

"Korean

immigrant church." Different opinions were expressed

meetings.

a

explained the reason many

according to their convenience or benefit. Thus, problems
Korean

in

in the Korean

exist in the Korean

want to raise their voices. Each person has

problems

lay leaders

lay leader described the Korean immigrant church as follows:

harmony with each other is
conflicts and

and

understanding about the problems

factions and

They always

and among the

immigrant church when they were

Through this interview, I recognized that pastors, laypersons,

church.

lay

active in their churches and who know their church situation well.

are

They agreed on conflicts between a minister and congregations
congregants

pastoral

always lurk in the

in the focus group

and

one

member noted,

they often move to find a better work. Thus, they
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do not have the
centered church

sense

as

of ownership in their church." Some members

the

biggest problems,

and

one

picked individual-

leader said, "Most Korean churches

individually oriented. Thus, most Korean churches neglect the mission that they
undertake for their

immigrant church,

"What is the most effective way to solve

point with the

five pastors and

number of lay leaders stressed the

in

an

thirty-eight congregations

importance

of the

is that

of partnership

partnership leadership style."

leadership

in

a

One

quite

a

right leadership. They indicated,

immigrant context." They continued to remark,

should transfer to

in

thirty-eight congregations.

"Many Korean immigrant ministers still yield to authoritative leadership

leadership

problems

the focus group members also cited the restoration of faith

and the restoration of relationship like the five pastors and
One different

should

society."

Conceming the question,
the Korean

are

lay

or

"Pastor's

Korean

style

leadership

leader remarked the

importance

church:

Many Korean pastors in Korea have vertical relationships with church
members. Some immigrant pastors also imitate the vertical relationship in
the Korean immigrant church and it causes conflicts. Korean immigrant
church members

are

different with Koreans in Korea because
with them in

they want a

church. Thus, Korean immigrant
everything
pastor
their
ministers should understand that
relationship with their congregations
is not between superior and inferior, but partners. Thus, immigrant
ministers should change their relationship fi-om the vertical relationship to
to share

horizontal relationship in their
Another lay leader also mentioned the

a

immigrant setting.

importance

of the

right leadership:

If a leader wants to grow his or her community healthily, a leader should
create an atmosphere that everyone can cooperate and work together.

Thus, ministers

required to practice right leadership so that all
congregations can make harmony and fulfill the goal God wants.
With the

question,

are

"What do you think is the minister's role in

a

Korean

immigrant

church?" focus group members also emphasized the role of spiritual leader and

server.
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^pastors, congregations, and

Through the question,

I found out that all three groups

focus groups

growing churches, highlighted the role of spiritual

server as

the

�

in five

important role

of the minister in

a

�

immigrant church.

Korean

spend most of his time

Four focus group members wanted their minister to

preparing

for his

preaching

and

for visitation of members who

difficult.

Every day

seems

"A minister

are

minister's

spirituality as

in difficulties. One person

to be like

receive encouragement from
prepare for his

develop

a war.

But, I

as

to

spend time
so

my difficulties when I

minister should

a

preaching." Another lay leader chose the role

can

well

stated, "Immigrant life is

can overcome

pastor's preaching. So,

leader and

spend most time to

of spiritual leader and said,

provide spiritual strength to congregations when they receive spiritual

power from God.

Thus, pastors should focus

leaders marked the role of server

as

the most

on

their

important role of an immigrant minister and

noted, "An immigrant pastor should spend lots of time
members to create

a

Some

spiritual development."

family environment in a church."

to

get acquainted with church

Another leader also

pastor should spend time diligently caring for their members, who

are

demanded,

lonely and

"A

are

experiencing adversity."
In the

previous interviews with five pastors

mentioned the aspect of character

immigrant minister. I asked

as

the most

and

thirty-eight congregations, they

required leadership

four focus group members "the

element for

biggest problem

an

in Korean

immigrant ministers" and "With what character should Korean immigrant ministers be

equipped?" to understand what character Korean immigrant ministers
Focus group members noted lack of love,

immorality,

should possess.

and lack of humility

as

the

biggest

problems in the Korean immigrant ministers. Then, lay leaders mentioned love, morality.
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and

hmnility as the characters which Korean immigrant ministers should possess.

One

lay

leader stressed that ministers should possess love:
There

are

diverse members in the Korean

hurts from

language problems

or

immigrant church who have
being foreigners. Ministers

stress from

should have the heart of love to understand and
over

Another

the

all wrong

lay leader pointed

out ministers'

for the Korean

they preach to
show their

and

immorality

sex.

Their actions do not

other

covers

"Many ministers have

correspond

with their

ministers should be

lay leader marked humility as the most required character

immigrant ministers and said,
us

and stated,

corruption blocks the door of evangelism. Thus,

morally faultless." The

for them. Love

(Prov. 10:12).

problems related with finances

words. Minister's

care

to serve others.

"Pastors

always

want to be

served, though

Congregations easily open their heart when ministers

humility. Thus, humility is the most required character for the

immigrant ministers." Love, morality,
elements for ministers. If the Korean

and

humility are the most basic

and essential

immigrant ministers have problems

basic and essential element, it shows that the Korean
unstable foundation. Thus, the Korean

Korean

in the most

immigrant church has

immigrant ministers

should

a

weak and

recognize their

weakness and exert effort to build up the basics.
I found the

following results through the

interviews with the focus group

members:
1

.

Conflicts between ministers and

congregation and among congregations

biggest problem in the Korean immigrant church. Moreover,
and the restoration of relationship
2.

leaders.

Focus groups

are

is the

the restoration of right faith

the most desirable ways to solve the

emphasized partnership leadership between

a

problems.

minister and

lay
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3.

Spiritual leader and

server are

the most

important roles

of Korean

immigrant

ministers.
4.

The lack of love,

in the Korean

immorality,

immigrant ministers. Love, morality,

required of the

Korean

five

chapter presented the

findings,
1

.

which

and

humility

are

are

the

biggest problem

the characters most

immigrant ministers.
Summary

This

and the lack of humility

of Major

Findings

data of this research

project.

This

study established

expounded in Chapter 5:

are

Spirituality is

one

of the most

required qualities

from Korean

immigrant

minister.
2.

Service is

an

to build up the Korean

3.

essential

leadership

element for the Korean

immigrant minister

immigrant church.

Partnership is

a

required leadership element for the Korean immigrant

ministers.
4.

Character is

one

of the most

important leadership elements

which the Korean

minister should possess.
5.

Preaching

immigrant church.

is the essential element for to

stabilizing and growing the

Korean
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION

Major Findings
This

qualitative study started out of a desire to identify the essential

elements of a

pastoral leadership model for effectively aiding Korean immigrant congregations. God
wants human

beings to glorify

develop their community.
the

His

The Korean

biggest is ministerial leadership.

immigrant ministers possess to

preaching.

The

they overcome

immigrant church has

Which

leadership

solve their church

study came up with five leadership
and

in the way

name

elements:

many

their difficulties and

problems

and

one

of

element should the Korean

problems

and grow their church? This

spirituality, service, partnership, character,
will

following discussion explains how these findings

help ministers

change their leadership styles and practices.
Spirituality
Living in a foreign country as
more

an

alien is difficult and stressful.

consolation fi-om others because their life is

in their home country. How

or

where

can

more

highest leadership style by ministers, laypersons,

Moreover, the role the interviewees wanted

spiritual

activities.

leader. This

from Korean

study

found out that

immigrant ministers.

The interviewees

Spiritual leadership was

and focus group members.

most from their minister

was

that of a

spirituality is one of the most required qualities

The interviewees noted that the real power that

provides strength and consolation for them comes from spiritual
that

want

compared to those living

immigrants get consolation?

signified that they receive comfort through spiritual
ranked the

difficult

Immigrants

matters.

"congregations can fill spiritual needs through ministers who

are

They mentioned

filled with
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spirituality. Thus, spirituality is the most important leadership element for the Korean
immigrant ministers." The interviewees
usually focus only on
of their

church

growth,

I mentioned the

spirituality.

indicated that Korean

their

personal interests,

importance

of spiritual

immigrant ministers
church programs instead

or

leadership

and Paul

as

the

representative of a spiritual leader in the literature review. I defined that "spiritual

leadership relies
God wants

so

that

Karadog 1392).

the

on

Holy Spirit, motivates people,

The interviewees also mentioned that

by his

own

Holy Spirit. They noted prayer and the

Holy Spirit.
with the

One member

said, "Ministers

Holy Spirit." Nehemiah is

leadership.

He

came

settlement of new

as

an

leader is

spiritual

or

experience,

but

one

by the help

share God's grace when

they

of the biblical leaders who showed

intimate

who has
of

the essential tools to be filled with the
are

filled

spiritual

through prayer. Moreover,

relationship with God,

required of immigrant ministers. They

members,

worship services, perform
however, remind us
prayer and the

their

place where

and

taught the Israelites

Word of God.

Much work is

should

one

wisdom

Word
can

a

to understand God's vision and direction

he understood God's will, had

through the

the

people to

they can dedicate their life to God's work" (Fry 695; Fairholm 118;

the mindset to lead the church not
the

and leads

care

for the

ministry

of the word

so

lives

in the

forth. The interviewees' responses,

early Church's decision to give their attention to

(Acts 6:4). Thus, the

develop their spirituality, teach church members,

spiritual

expected to help

congregation's physical needs, lead various

church management, and

to look back at the

are

Korean
and

immigrant ministers

help the congregation live

through prayer and the ministry of the word.
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Service
Who is

a

minister? What is

ministry?

The word minister

word. The Hebrew word for minister is meshareth and
the word minister has several

God,

or

serves

the

one

who works

God, ministry is

accomplishes
10:45 that he

came

as one

never

self-serving but

to work for God

his servant. A minister is the

(Cheon, "Reflection" 12).

who humbled himself like

church and reestablish

served others.

a

In research done

the

as

Jesus

as

a

servant and became

Thus, serving others is

the

practical

a

Thus,

servant.

one

who

God's command." If a minister is the

according to

interviewees mentioned service

as

or

Latin

a

one

serves

who

one

who

explained in Mark

to earth to serve others. Paul also describes Jesus Christ in

2:7-8

quality"

minister

from

such as, "the servant of God, the

meanings

God's will and purposes

means

comes

Philippians

obedient to death. Jesus

was

minister's mission. The

element to build up the Korean

immigrant

minister's marred status. Koreatimes supports this fact.

by Koreatimes,

biggest problem

63 percent of respondents stated "Minister's

in the Korean

immigrant church. According to the

research, 73 percent mentioned service to solve the problems (Kim, "73 Percent of

Laypersons"). Many congregations

said that "Korean ministers

Many ministers were valued to pursue individual
God's will." The

reason

many

came

to the earth for this purpose.

retum to this basic.

Service is basic to

identity.

Thus, the

served.

church interest rather than follow

evaluated ministers in this

congregations have

because ministers do not understand their
Jesus

or

always want to be

Korean

manner

Christianity because

immigrant ministers

should

They should approach a congregation with a humble mind and

them. As Jesus obtained the world

through service,

the Korean

is

serve

immigrant ministers

should try to get the church members' hearts through service. The

more

ministers

serve
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the

congregation,

the

more

the

Congregations may leam service
who

serve

them. The Korean

community,

open their hearts and

congregation will
and

others

serve

immigrant

the world and

serve

praise the Lord, when the

proclaim the gospel

immigrant

churches

this

God has blessed Korean churches and

reason

through the example of their ministers

churches will in tum be able to

and the world. Then all nations will
serve

respect ministers.

with

a

their

Korean

humble mind. For

spread them throughout the world.

Partnership
The Korean church is

decisions. Korean

Paradigms 11),

quite

different from the American church in

pastors' leadership style

and

is authoritative

they usually decide many things alone

making
The Pastors

leadership (Yoon,

while American ministers

used to

working together with the congregation. Hence, immigrant church members

used to

airing their opinions

and

coming up

with conclusions

discussions with each other. However, many Korean
a

Korean ministerial

style

have carried their

churches.

over

are

through
accustomed to

to the United States. This

problems

in the Korean

immigrant

Through the interviews, I realized that Korean inmiigrant members wanted to

take part in church affairs and decisions. Most

properly

and

decisions

immigrant ministers

practices

inappropriate leadership brings many conflicts

or

are

in the United States. Hence, Korean

minister does

everything

leadership usually brings

without

immigrant congregations

conferring with them.

were

usually

easily hurt if a

immigrant ministry.

satisfied with their pastor's

the five ministers have led their church with

partnership with church members.

are

A minister's authoritative

conflict and division in the Korean

five church members I interviewed

styles because

immigrants think they are not treated

As God lives in the

The

leadership

good communication and

unity of the Father,

the

in

Son, and
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the

Holy Spirit,

build

the Triune God asks human

live in

God wants human

healthy community. Moreover,

a

beings to

and

relationship with others

beings to glorify him through

harmony with each other. Paul, using the metaphor of a body and its parts

in 1

Corinthians 12:12-31, also urges each member to be in harmony with others and do their

part. Thus, Korean immigrant ministers should have the mindset

to see

laypersons

as

partners in working for the kingdom of God. Moreover, ministers should help their

congregations dedicate their lives
then

for team interest. The Korean

immigrant churches

can

accomplish their mission well.

Character

What is the
focused
has

an

more

on

church

ability to

required quality of a good leader?
growth. Hence,

grow the church

than their character

or

who have grown the church

greatly

authoritative

are

This Korean

a

Korean churches have shown

exceptional

abilities in the

leader who

gifts

or

talents

generosity to pastors

leadership

are

always

field. The Korean

source

of Korean churches'

growth. Many

opinionated. They treat laypeople ruthlessly and have morality

leadership style

was

well

accepted

in the Korean ministerial

brought much tension and conflict between ministers and church

members in the Korean

strong and have

Korean churches value ministers'

though they had moral shortcomings. People

is the main

leadership

context, but it has

(11).

highly valued the

always

grown in number for the last 130 years. Korean ministers'

authoritative leaders

problems.

the Korean church has

morality.

interested in the leader who has
church has

Korean churches have

immigrant church because immigrant congregations

unique personality. Making decision takes

because decision is

usually done

after many

meetings

a

long time

in the Korean

on

are

very

something

immigrant church.
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Thus, the Korean immigrant ministers,

leadership style,

are

easily inclined to

who

are

used to

practicing

an

authoritative

have conflicts with members because of

miscommunication and noncommunication. In the interview, ministers and congregations
indicated aspects of character

immigrant ministers.

as

the

leadership

element most

These include love, server, dedication,

honesty. They noted that Korean immigrant ministers
care

for the church members who have strong

Galatians,

He then

explains that the life lived by the Spirit

gratify the desires

develop their

character to

many wounds. Paul

of the sinful nature, but live
is to bear the fruit of the

by the Spirit."

Spirit:

finit of the

Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness,

gentleness

and self-control.

fruits

are

character
have

Against such things there

related to "ethical character"

(George 399).

is

no

law"

Maxwell

(Gal. 5:22-23).

saying, "Many people with talent make it into the limelight,

eventually topples talent. Why?

limitations of their character"

Because

{Talent 191).

"But the

All the

explains the importance

neglected to develop strong character rarely stay there long.

character

and

considering others,

individuality and have

exhorts

"Do not

should

required for Korean

but the

ones

of

who

Absence of strong

people cannot climb beyond the

He continues to say that character protects

people's talents (191). Many interviewees expressed that they would rather have
respectable ministers than talented ones.
ministers who

are

honest and

management." Thus,
their character in

Among

many

Korean

caring

One member

remarked, "Congregations

trustworthy though they are

a

bit poor at

preaching or

immigrant ministers should spend their time developing

for the wounded in the church and

building up the

church.

characters, the respondents highly valued love and said, "Love

wrongs" (Prov. 10:12).

want

One member

said,

"I

am

impressed whenever I

see

covers

all

ministers who
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cover

all mistakes of congregations and take

emphasized honesty
are

of them with love." Another member

themselves if they
said, "Ministers should be honest and check

and

honest in front of God and

people."

In

addition, humility was also mentioned

element for the Korean

required leadership

care

as a

immigrant ministers.

Preachmg
Preaching
powerful

is

one

of the most

important ministries

instrument of the written Word to transform

Holy Spirit (Lim 14)

and to leam about and

preaching, the congregation hears

congregation and help them reach

text for the

congregation's

stabilize and grow
were

asked the

a

church.

question,

an

a

spends

According to
first

one

chose

research

generation Koreans

preparing his
targeting the

in the

as an

important aspect

preaching when they

aspect should Korean immigrant ministers spend

importance

difficulty figuring out what God's will

much time

by interpreting the

important element to solve problems, and to

realized the direction in which I should go
minister

of preaching,

a

saying,

is. But many times, I have

through pastor's preaching. Thus, I hope

sermons

Korean

rather than

doing

other

a

things."

immigrant congregations,

immigrant church had minister's preaching

of consideration when they choose

for

in my literature review. However, many

most of their time?" One member talked about the

"Sometimes, I have

preaching

Fifty percent of interviewees

"In which

Through

important values

salvation and sanctification

successfully

pointed out preaching as

God.

pastor should provide spiritual nourishment

context. I did not deal with

for ministers to lead the church

interviewees

experience the living

a

power of the

congregation by the

God's voice, leams the most

Christians, and transforms their lives. Thus,
for his

of a pastor and the most

76 percent of
as

first

priority

church. The research shows that 70 percent of
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church members answered

preaching as the primary reason for attending their current

church. Moreover, 28 percent of congregations who plan
answered that

preaching.
indicated
statistics

they are not satisfied with the

to move to another

current church

because of the

church,

pastor's

addition, 65 percent of congregations who transferred to mega churches

In

sermon as

the first

reason

for their movement

clearly show that preaching is the

(Kim,

"75

Percent"). These

most essential element for Korean

immigrant

members.

Hearing the
people of God.

Jesus also

and the value of the
the Word of God.

of God is

Word of God from

a

minister

taught his disciples

greatly

and the crowd about the

kingdom of God through preaching.

Change happens

proclaimed. Thus,

they will have

a

Korean

immigrant ministers

immigrant congregations

positive

influence

glory of God in the United

on

should

study their context,

God wants. The Korean

will then grow

immigrant

healthily. Furthermore,

of the

Findings

project focused on the study of the problems in Korean immigrant

Thus, this study will be

study.

preach

States.

churches and the desirable roles and

evaluate their

God elects ministers to

non-Christians and multi ethnicities and live for the

Implications
This research

kingdom of God

in the lives of people and societies wherever the Word

analyze the changing society, and preach the message
church and the Korean

comforts and benefits the

a

leadership styles

good reference

leadership style

and

for Korean

of Korean

immigrant ministers.

immigrant ministers

if they want to

supplement what they lack through the findings

of this
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This

study

is

to aid in

presented five results
such
are

as

leaders will

help

If ministers teach

solve the conflicts in

through partnership

lay
a

as

the

some

finding the

was

for the Korean

immigrant

churches under the

leadership

churches because the limitation
one

and from the church that has

a

thousand. But I failed to find

a

church from each

membership

immigrant church,

the criteria for the interview. I set the

of ministers who became senior

Maryland, Kentucky, Connecticut,

intended to choose at least

lay

Study

pastors within the past ten years, church members numbering

difficulties

the

with each other.

limitations exist. A first limitation

churches located in Ohio,

Korean

leadership elements,

church and build up the Korean

study investigated leadership models

following criteria: growing

interview, congregations

biggest problem in the

leaders these

Limitations of the

While this

I

and service. These five elements

of ministers but also of lay leaders. In the

indicated conflicts between church members

immigrant churches.

immigrant church.

building community within Korean immigrant ministers

spirituality, partnership, character, preaching,

required not only

church

in the Korean

good material to teach lay leaders

study is applicable only for churches that have

one

hundred, and

too

narrow.

middle

I

some

originally

city,

and

hundred, five hundreds, and

over one

one

than

and Indiana. I had

countryside,

of one

church that has

was

more

thousand members.

big city
over one

Thus, this

hundred to five hundred members.

Moreover, this study may not be applicable for other denominations because I limited it
to Korean Methodist and Korean United Methodist churches

only.

A second limitation is connected to the range of the interviewees. I interviewed

members of congregations of growing churches. Thus,

most

interviewees

positively
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evaluated their church and minister. For this reason, I had difficulties determining the

problems

in detail in the Korean

immigrant

churches. I also had

age range of the interviewees. Most church members

because the age range of the five ministers

congregations
reason, I

late 30s to

a

limitation with the

in their late 30s to

early

inclined to go to churches whose ministers

hardly had

experience
the

are

was

were

some

early

50s

50s. Korean

are

about their age. For this

chance to hear from those in their 60s and 70s, who have much

with Korean

immigrant churches.

respondents have been in the United

The interviews present that 73 percent of

States for less than ten years.

Thus, the

respondents had limited understanding of the Korean immigrant church. I hope further

study will be carried

out with those in their 60s and 70s

A third limitation

research method for this

was

as

respondents.

the number of interviewees. I

study,

so

I had

a

limitation in

only used the qualitative

interviewing many members.

Unexpected Observations
The first

imexpected discovery was that communication and trust are two

important factors to

grow

a

church. One

commonality among the

five churches

was

they had good

communication and trust with ministers and among themselves

congregations.

Five churches have not had conflicts with ministers and within the

congregation,

which is the

morality.

Most

problems with minister's leadership

congregations were

powerful leadership

or

no

and minister's

satisfied with their ministers and

Good communication and trust

their minister. The congregations
have

as

biggest problem in the Korean immigrant church. Moreover,

the five churches did not have

immorality.

that

cause

respected their

church members to feel satisfied with

longer want leaders

impressive experience,

but

who

simply suggest a vision and

they seek leaders

who

can

keep
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their

promise, commmiicate with them, and

discovered that communication and

are

tmstworthy. Thus, I unexpectedly

required of leaders to

tmst are

build the Korean

immigrant church.
The second

unexpected realization was that Korean immigrant ministers

practice spiritual leadership

important roles

in their

in the Korean

though they thought that the

field

ministry

immigrant church are spiritual leader

Interviewees wanted most servant

leadership

and

only from their ministers.
congregations fully.
even

immigrant

church

church

are

"Korean

reason

that Korean

spiritual

most

important roles

leader and servant leader

in their

ministry field (Yoon,

Churches"). I remember

are

always thirsty,

one

lost the

The Pastors

respondent's

answer

which cannot be filled with

quench this thirst is spiritually." Thus,
leadership to help congregations
The third

centered
is

many

Paradigms

about the

is not

applicable

for Korean

in

a

and

are

used to

The

and

in

a

foreign

only way to

practice spiritual

immigrant churches.

airing their opinions

Kim,

question of the most

spiritual

quite different from the American church in making decisions.

church members

1 1;

Immigrants living

develop

problems

they focus

importance to exercise

worldly things.

ministers should

overcome

"

because

way.

unexpected realization was that authoritarian leadership

leadership

leadership

in the Korean

spirituality is

important role of the pastor in Korean immigrant church:
country

servant

immigrant ministers did not practice spiritual

growth-oriented ministry. Thus, they have

spiritual leadership

from their pastors.

This result showed that ministers did not understand their

though they thought that the

leadership

on a

The

most

and servant leader.

spiritual leadership

However, ministers answered that their congregations would want

did not

or

minister-

The Korean church

Korean

immigrant

coming up with conclusions

or
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decisions through discussions with each other, while many Korean immigrant ministers
are

accustomed to authoritarian

leadership

minister-centered

or

leadership.

This

leadership is inappropriate and brings many conflicts and problems in the Korean
immigrant churches. Thus,
congregations
Last

ministry by
research

their partners and work

unexpected realization was
God's grace

project.

the Korean
Korean

as

immigrant pastors should have the

Korean

In

that ministers

immigrant churches

and

ministry field. Therefore,

thought that I

I

was

was

I

and aspects of leadership and
scars.

glad to

have

a

preparing
no

I

chance to leam about

and 3, 1 leamed much about the

was so

I had

happy when I

for my future

Korean minister

immigrant churches without God's grace,

strong character and many

Thus,

successfully undertake their

can

a

chance to hear

met the

ministry. However,
undertake Korean

grace. I could not but confess that I cannot minister in

immigrant ministry without God's

areas

can

ministry. Through the interviews,

after all interviews, I realized the fact that

Korean

their

only. This realization is the biggest lesson for me through this

doing this research project,

interviewees because I

see

together to accomplish church mission well.

immigrant church. Through chapters 1, 2,

the voice of the real

mindset to

ministry,

can

do my

even

though I prepare myself in many

because Korean

immigrant members have

ministry when God pours

I realized that I should seek God's grace

humbly instead

of doing

out his grace.

everything by

myself in my fliture ministry because ministers can successfully accomplish ministry
only as God pours

out his grace.

Recommendations
This
not have

a

study focused only

on

Christians and growing churches. Thus, this

study did

chance to hear fi-om non-Christians and members of non-growing churches. If
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fiitoe

areas

Korean

of research consider them, intemal

immigrant church will be discovered.

immigrant Christians how to

live in

a

sense, my recommendation is to have

non-growing
I

churches in future

hope this research will

know that the Korean
their

areas

be

a

The

well

as

extemal

study will

then teach the Korean

an

multicultural

of research.

comerstone to build Korean

do not yet have their

immigrant theology.

own

of God's

1 also studied Korean

I looked into the

immigrant societies

immigrant theology.

Korean

immigrant history,

immigrants

leadership

so

undertake the mission

given by

immigrant members

God in their

can

figures

Chapter 4,

develop this research more and provide

that the Korean

its current

features of biblical

and influenced their communities. In

further studies will

immigrant theology

I

and the Korean

suggested leadership models and elements that Korean immigrant ministers
practice. I hope

study

diversity and unity becomes the biblical foundation for

ministry in Chapter 2.

immigrant churches. Moreover,

I

theology, though

almost 120 years in the United States. I believe that this

situation, characteristics, and the problems of the

who lived in

hi this

interview with non-Christians and members of

will contribute to the establishment of the foundation of the Korean

presented that the nature

in the

problems

community where multiethnicities coexist,

immigrant churches

immigrant history is

as

1

and churches
Korean

recognize their role

and

immigrant society.

Postscript
This

many

study started from the recognition that the Korean immigrant church has

problems.

I considered ministerial

problems

as one

of the

biggest problems

in the

in order to

identify a leadership

model for pastors in Korean Methodist immigrant churches to aid in

building community

Korean

immigrant church. Thus, I began this dissertation
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within Korean immigrant
should
in

create

congregations. I emphasized that the Korean immigrant chm-ch
other ethnic groups

harmony with other cultures and

diversity and unity.

Ministerial

as

the

Trinity coexists

leadership is the key to accomplishing this vision.

the process of the interview, I tried to discover the

required leadership

In

elements to aid in

building the Korean immigrant church and found out the five elements of spirituality,
partnership, character, service,
have these
If Korean

leadership

and

preaching.

elements and

recover

the trust and respect of their church members.

immigrant ministers possess these elements,

with the Korean
The Korean

immigrant

Christians and

immigrant church

can

then

I

help build the

serve

am sure

Korean

that

they

can

praise the Lord,

cooperate

immigrant churches.

all nations and the world will

Lord. This wonderful act, when all nations will
recovery of ministers'

immigrant ministers

I pray that the Korean

will

praise the

begin from the

leadership:

sang a new song: "You are worthy to take the scroll and to open
its seals, because you were slain, and with your blood you purchased men
for God from every tribe and language and people and nation. You have

And

they

made them to be

a

kingdom and priests to

serve our

God, and they will

reign on the earth." Then I looked and heard the voice of many angels,
numbering thousands upon thousands, and ten thousand times ten
thousand. They encircled the throne and the living creatures and the
elders. In a loud voice they sang: "Worthy is the Lamb, who was slain, to
receive power and wealth and wisdom and strength and honor and glory
and praise!" Then I heard every creature in heaven and on earth and under
the earth and on the sea, and all that is in them, singing: "To him who sits
on the throne and to the Lamb be praise and honor and glory and power,
forever and ever!" (Rev. 5:9-13).
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APPENDIX A

PARTICIPANT COVER LETTER

Reverend:
I

am

working on my dissertation for my Doctor of Ministry degree from Asbury

Theological Seminary. My dissertation
Immigrant Church," which focuses
Korean

immigrant churches

leadership model
commimity
and

is

on a

entitled, "A Leadership Model for the Korean

leadership model or leadership

in the United States. The purpose of this

for pastors in Korean Methodist

in Korean

immigrant congregations

Maryland. I have selected you and your

church is

growing under your leadership

years. I will guarantee your

in

things

of you:

research with

some

an

senior pastor

of your church members,

attendees, and lay leaders; and
group

meeting consisting
Thank you for

survey,

please

contact

an

considering my request.
me

at

000-000-0000.

Woongtae Kim (David Kim)

build

study because

inform each

an

am

your

participating

kindly asking

opportunity to conduct

including new members,

of one pastor and five

Sincerely,

Pastor

interview you;

opportunity to

identify a

appointed within the past ten

anonymity and my commitment to

opportunity for me to

is to

Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio, Connecticut

pastor and church of the results of the project upon its completion. I
three

study

immigrant churches to

church to be part of the

as a

elements for

other

regular

mediate open conversation with

a

lay leaders.

If you have any

questions about the

focus
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APPENDIX B

INTERVIEWS WITH PASTORS

1

.

How old

you?

are

Where did you study theology?
Where were you ordained?
2.

How

long have you been in the U. S.?
long have you been in ministry?
How long have you been in Korean immigrant ministry
How

in the U. S.?

3.

Describe your leadership.
What is one strong point in your leadership?
What is one weak point in your leadership?

4.

What kind of leadership do you think your

5.

What inner tensions and conflicts, if any, have you faced in your role
your current church? How did you overcome them? Cite an example.

6.

Choose

one

element of your

congregation wants

leadership that has helped you

from

you?
as a

pastor

at

lead your current church

successfully.
7.

What do you think is the

8.

What do you think is the most desirable way to solve
immigrant church?

9.

What do you think is the most
church?

important role

1 0.

What do you think is the most

required leadership

11

.

What comments
Korean

biggest problem

suggestions
immigrant ministry?
or

in the Korean

would you

immigrant

church?

problems

in the Korean

of a minister in the Korean

give

element for

immigrant

immigrant ministers?

to ministers who

are

preparing

for
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APPENDIX C

CONGREGATIONAL CONSENT FORM

I

really appreciate

your

participation

pray this survey will be useful to Korean

ministers. Please read each of the

in the interview of this research

immigrant churches

following

statements

and Korean

carefully

and

project.

I

immigrant

answer

the

questions.

I understand that this interview will be used

dissertation

project.

I understand

specific responses

I understand the

measure

only in the evaluation process of the

answers

to

to this interview will be

kept confidential.

this interview will be used to

the essential elements of an effective

design a survey to

pastoral leadership model to build

community in Korean Methodist immigrant churches.

I

hereby

consent to

participate

faithfully answer the questions to

Signature:.

in the interview of this research

the best of my

knowledge.

Date:

project and to
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APPENDIX D

INTERVIEWS WITH LAYPERSONS

Demographic Information Form
�

Church Name:

�

Gender:

�

Age:

�

Education

�

How

�

Were you

�

How

long have you been in the

�

How

long have you been attending at your present church?

completed:

long have you been
a

a

Christian?

Christian before

coming to the U.

S.?

U. S.?

Questions for Interview
1

.

Which

leadership style does your pastor have?
(Ex Servant leadership, Democratic leadership. Spiritual leadership. Visionary
leadership, or Missional leadership)
-

2.

Which

3.

Which aspect has your pastor best used to lead the church

4.

In which aspect should Korean

5.

What is the

6.

What is the most

important factor
immigrant church?

7.

Which element is most necessary for the Korean

leadership style

do you want from your

pastor?

successfully?

immigrant ministers spend most of their time?

biggest problem in Korean inmiigrant

churches?

to solve conflicts and

problems

immigrant

in the Korean

church to grow in

a
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healthy way?
8.

What is the

9.

What is the most

biggest problem

in Korean

required leadership

1 0.

What do you respect most in your

11

What is the most

important role

Do you have any

more

.

12.

immigrant ministers?

element for

immigrant ministers?

pastor?

of the pastor in

an

comments for the Korean

immigrant church?

immigrant pastors?
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APPENDIX E
FOCUS GROUP MEETING

1

.

What is the

biggest problem in the

Korean

2.

What is the most effective way to solve
church?

3.

What is the most necessary

thing

inmiigrant church?

problems

for Korean

in the Korean

immigrant

immigrant

churches to grow in

healthy way?

4.

What is the minister's role in

5.

In which aspect should Korean

6.

What character should Korean

7.

What is the most

a

Korean

immigrant church?

immigrant ministers spend most of their time?

immigrant ministers possess?

required leadership

element for

immigrant ministers?

a
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